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weather
Sunny today with the high
near 80. Clear tonight
with the low in the upper
50s. Chance of rain zero
percent today and tomorrow.

October 1 , 1982

Marine dies in explosion
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - An unexploded part of a cluster bomb blew up
at Beirut airport Thursday, killing
one U.S. Marine and wounding three
others who tripped on it, U.S. military
spokesmen said.
The casualties were reported after
several hundred Marines waded
ashore to help guard the field just
reopened by President Amin Gemayel.
One of the survivors was in serious
condition with groin injuries and the
other two were slightly wounded, the
spokesmen said. Names were withheld pending notification of relatives.
The casualties were the first suffered by the Marines since they deployed in Beirut this summer to help
oversee the evacuation of Palestine
Liberation Organization guerrillas
from the Israeli-ringed city. The Marines returned Wednesday on their
second peacekeeping mission.
PRESIDENT REAGAN reacted
with "shock and sorrow," but said the
casualties would have no effect on the
U.S. commitment to remain in Leb-

anon until Israeli and Syrian troops
are out and the government is in
control. White House Deputy Press
Secretary Larry Speakes said in
Washington.
Gemayel officially opened the airport after a nearly four-month shutdown following a ceremony before
U.S., Italian and French peacekeeping forces in which he proclaimed
Lebanon's capital a "unified city,"
free of Israeli troops in both the
Moslem western sector and the Christian east.
A red and white Middle East Airlines jet, with Lebanon's flag flying
from the cockpit window, landed at
the airport to the applause and cheers
of about 300 bystanders, who tearfully
embraced relatives setting foot on
their native soil for the first time
since Israel invaded Lebanon on June
6.
Hours after the jet touched down,
an explosion rocked the southwest end
of the runway nearest the Mediterra-

nean. The blast occurred at about 4:45
p.m. (10:45 a.m. EDT).
MARINE LT. GREGORY van Houten said the explosion occurred when
the men tripped on part or parts of a
cluster bomb, an anti-personnel
weapon. He said each part thrown out
by the cluster bomb is "prejjsure
sensitive. If you jar it, or hit it, or in
any way disturb it. it will explode."
Cluster bombs supplied to Israel by
the Reagan administration were
dropped on west Beirut by Israeli .iets
this summer, causing a public uproar
in the United States, which then te mKrarily suspended shipment of the
mbs to Israel.
Army Lt. Col. Lee Delorme, a Pe ntagon spokesman in Beirut, said in a
written statement that one Marin e
was killed and three were injured, on> s
seriously, "when some unexplodetl
ordnance was accidentally detonated... The incident was not the
result of hostile action."

University desires control
over off-campus students
by Doug Llllibrldge
staff reporter

BG News photo'Ron Hagler
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As of today, a new state drinking law will allow six-percent beer to be sold to adults 19
years of age and older, eliminating the sales of 3.2 percent beer. Many merchants selling
beer in Bowling Green and in around the state said this week that they had cleared out most
of their supply of 3.2 percent beer in time to meet the law's commencement.

"I think it's not right," Annette
Mitchell, freshman fashion merchandising major, said. "If you go through
the courts and pay your fines, it
doesn't seem fair to have to go
through that whole process again on
campus."

Controversy has surrounded the
University's feasibility study into extending University jurisdiction to offcampus students since the concept
was announced last week.
Dr. Donald Ragusa, dean of stuAnother student, Joe Adams, sophdents, has reported that the research omore political science major, agreed
has revealed other state universities with Mitchell.
have such a policy. Originally, Ra"I think that a person chooses to
gusa had reported that no other state live off-campus so that he doesn't
university had a policy similar to the have to put up with the University
one that BGSU is looking into but telling him how to live," he said.
further research has revealed similar "Also, I think having two hearings for
policies in the student codes of Kent the same crime violates the double
State, Miami, and Ohio University.
Board's November meeting, he saia.
"From the material we have gath- jeopardy clause of the Fifth Amendered, it would seem that everybody ment."
else (the other universities) is into
it," Ragusa said. "But, this is not to
However, the research that has
say that we should be involved just to been gathered through the Dean of
jump on the bandwagon. We feel that Student's Office points to two U.S.
there is a problem and, so far, every- district court decisions in which stuthing we've seen leads us to believe dents were brought before the municithat a change in the student code may pal courts for criminal charges and
be a possible solution.
then underwent a University hearing
on the same charges.
"THE OTHER state schools that
have this policy are similar to Bowl"FROM THE research we've
ing Green in that they are in rela- found, trials for criminal charges in
tively small communities where the municipal or federal courts are conUniversity is the dominating force," sidered criminal cases. But, Univerhe said.
sity hearings are considered civil
A number of students are con- matters and, thus, do not constitute
cerned that the University's possible double jeopardy," Ragusa said.
policy change may constitute double
"The courts look upon this as two
jeopardy.
different situations,." he added.

The University's study is also examining whether off-campus student
behavior damages the reputation of
the "academic community". It must
affect the University's academic reputation in order to fall under the
University's jurisdiction, according
to the student code.
"I feel that any situation which
leads to a deterioration in relations
with the community is an area where
the University has at least a moral
obligation if not a responsibility,"
Ragusa said.
Ragusa also stated that the proposed policy would probably only
affect the more flagrant violators
such as those individuals who have
100 or more people over for a beer
blast."
THE RESEARCH is now in the
hands of University legal counsel. If
there are no legal problems, the study
will go back to Ragusa, who will
formulate a policy to propose to University President Paul Olscamp. If
Olscamp approves the policy, he then
will make a presentation to the Board
of Trustees, who will vote on the
matter.
Ragusa said it is unlikely for a
Sroposal to be ready for the Board by
le October 8 meeting. However, a
presentation could be ready by the
Board's November meeting, he .said.

Professor testifies before congressional committee
by Marcla Sloan
copy editor

While the rest of the nation focuses on the daily happenings in
the Middle East and Central America, Dr. Benjamin Muego, assistant professor of political science,
closely concentrates on the affairs
of the Philippines.
Muego, an acknowledged specialist in Philippine affairs, was
one of four expert witnesses who
testified at a joint hearing of the
U.S. House of Representatives'
Subcommittee on Asian and Pacific Affairs and Subcommittee on
Human Rights and International
Organizations on Tuesday, September 28.
According to Muego, the hearing
was held in order for the subcommittees to make recommendations
to the Congress on the renegotiation of the Military Bases
Agreement. Philippine President
Ferdinand Marcos is expected to
ask for increased military assistance in return for the bases
agreement.
"In January, the two countries
will be renegotiating the Military
Bases Agreement, an agreement
that gives $500 million yearly in
military aid to the Philippines,"
Muego said. "It is certain that the
human rights issue will come up in
the negotiating, and Congress will
be the one to make the decision to
continue giving aid at that level, or
reducing it."

MUEGO SAID he has some concern about the way Congress is
currently enforcing the human
rights policy in the Philippines.
"I think the United States should
continue to speak out on human
rights and establish some type of
linkage between human rights and
economic aid," he said, "but the
manner in which this linkage is
enforced could definitely stand
some re-examination."
Muego added that many Third
World countries (including the
Philippines) believe the United
States is selective in applying linkage between military assistance,
human rights and economic aid.
The hearing was held a few days
after Marcos' visit to the United
States - a visit that resulted in
Marcos spending a great deal of
•.ime fending off questions from
legislators and the media on alleged human rights violations in
the Philippines.
During his testimony before the
subcommittees, Muego was asked
by Rep. Jim Leach (R., Iowa) if
Marco was unfairly treated by the
press.
"PRESIDENT MARCOS raises
a valid point when he suggests that
compared to other strongmen elsewhere in the Third World, his style
is benign; that he is being judged
against a unique yardstick - an
American yardstick - even as his
problems are Asian," he said.
He added that such a problem is
a "paradox" which the Filipinos
themselves are responsible for creating because if "Americans have

come to expect of Filipinos what
they expect of themselves, it is
because to a large extent, Filipinos
have made believers of many
Americans."
Muego said he was asked to
testify as a result of a recommendation from the Congressional Research Service, a branch of the
Library of Congress. The appearance before the subcommittees
was Muego's first Congressional
testimony, and to his knowledge
the first time a professor at the
University has been asked to testify to a Congressional committee.
"REALLY, I THOUGHT it was a
very good learning experience, not
only for me, but also on the part of
the members of Congress and the
others asked to testify," he said.
"We agreed on a lot more points
than I had originally thought concerning human rights violation."
In addition to testifying on the
issue of human rights violations,
Muego also spoke on the political,
economic, military and strategic
interests the United States has in
the Philippines.
Other witnesses testifying before
the subcommittees included Ambassador William Sullivan, the former U.S. Ambassador to Iran and
the Philippines, David Steinberg, a
noted historian and vice-president
of Brandeis University, and Stephen Cohen, assistant undersecretary of state for human rights and
humanitarian affairs under President Carter and a professor of law
at Georgetown University.

Dr. Benjamin Muego
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Proposed change
needs clarification
One letter has stirred considerable controversy among
University students over the last week. For those who
may have missed the gist of the letter, here is a copy:
Dear (Sirs):
A meeting just occurred between President Paul J. Olscamp and other
University administrators to discuss alcohol-related issues. The discussion was
centered on the assistance the University and particularly the Department of
Campus Safety can provide the City as a result ot the recent changes in Ohio's
drinking laws, and subsequent changes in University policy.
As you are well aware, our two police departments have mutually agreed to
work together as needed in matters of general patrol, investigations, traffic
enforcement and response to emergency calls, including party complaints. Please
be assured that President Olscamp strongly supports our continued mutual
assistance. In fact, in today's (Sept. 17) meeting, he made it clear that we are to
continue to assist the City as needed to an even greater degree, especially where
changes in University policy and procedure impact the City.
As a result of his posture of cooperation, this letter is intended to assure you of
the following:
1. University officers are available to you 24 hours a day to assist City officers m
those matters deemed appropriate. Further, we are specifically committed to
providing assistance and back-up in the City's efforts to deal with party complaints.
t. Dr. Olscamp instructed the Dean of Students to research the possibility of
changes In the Student Code which would allow for more direct involvement of the
Office of Standards and Procedures In the handling of complaints where students
violate the Student Code within your jurisdiction. The recommended changes will
be reviewed by University legal counsel to determine whether or not they can be
accomplished, and, if so, to what degree.
3. The University is committed to assisting the City Administration and City
Council in researching and developing whatever ordinances may be appropriate to
address the problem of party complaints.
It is hoped that this correspondence clears the way to even greater cooperation
between the City and the University than has occurred in the past. Please regard it
as a strong commitment from the President to the concept of cooperation and
communication between the two administrations. He will be calling the Police
Chief and Mayor within the next few days and looks forward to working with you in
these and other matters.

Reagan unflappable In folksy way
One of the mysteries about Ronald
Reagan is his preternatural imperturbility when caught in error. Most of
his folksy anecdotes will not stand the

COMMENT
by Garry Wills
light of examination. When he waved
an envelope saying he could prove
they were true, his Keepers whisked it
away, since they knew the explanations would bear no stricter survey
than the anecdotes themselves.
Reagan the good guy liked, at one
time, to tell people he was so superstraight he lost a football game for his
team by pointing to a foul on his own
side. Lou Cannon of The Washington
Post looked up the record and found
that Reagan's college team never lost

a game by a single touchdown's point
spread. Does that make Reagan a bad
guy, a liar? Not in most people's eyes,
for some reason or other. He can lie
and look noble - even in his own eyes.
HOW DOES HE MANAGE to do
this? How does he stay serene when
his veracity is questioned and looks
indefensible? The answer to the mystery is suggested in Cannon's fine new
biography, "Reagan." One of the
most astounding things in our political history is the way Reagan was run
for office in 1976, and through most of
1980, by a man (John Sears) who had
a very low opinion of his own candidate's mind. How could a man with
any pride allow himself to be manipulated by another who showed almost
visible contempt for him? Does this
indicate that Reagan has no pride?
Far from it.
The most astonishing thing of all is

that Reagan did not realize, through
all their years of close poliUcal work,
that Sears was hiding him from peoCle so he would not reveal how dumb
e is. It was unthinkable to Reagan
that anyone could fail to like or admire him. The genuine shock he feels
and conveys when anyone hints that
he is not a nice, to blacks and the poor
and everyone else, comes from the
depth of his assurance that others
accept his own heroic visions of himself.
THE TOUCHSTONE bv which to
test this theory is the repair work that
had to be done on Reagan's ego when
it finally sank in that Sears considered him a dolt. An emergency call
was sent to Stuart Spencer, who had
opposed Reagan in the past but was
good at restoring his sell-esteem, the
only thing that keeps him going. As
Spencer told Cannon, "The key to

Reagan's campaign was the restoration of the candidate's own confidence
in himself." Spencer "needed a confident candidate," which meant "getting over the bumps." Spencer
walked the tightrope - he could urge
Reagan not to bring Taiwan up again,
without letting his tone imply, as
Sears' had, "you dummy."
The secret of Reagan's imperturbability is, then, a certain distance from
the truth about himself. He lacks the
self-doubt that makes people interesting and complex. And when self-doubt
finally gets through to him, his manager must wrestle reality away from
him. But that is getting harder and
harder to do.
Garry Wills Is a political analyst
from Baltimore. He is the Henry Luce
Professor of American culture and
public policy at Northwestern University.

Sincerely,
William R. Bess, Director
Campus Safety and Security and Parking Services
xc: Dr. Paul J. Olscamp, President

Item number two is the item which has stirred the most
controversy, but it has been a controversy stirred to a certain
degree by misunderstanding.
According to Dr. Olscamp, Item 2 is an attempt by the
University to alleviate the crowding in Bowling Green's
municipal court. If the proposed change were to pass, the
student who commits the code violation would be charged in
front of Standards and Procedures instead of Municipal
Court, not in addition to.
There are still some questions which will need clarifying
before this can be acceptable. Won't the students be more
liable to be expelled if each violation is brought up before
Standards and Procedures rather than Municipal Court? Will
the cases be handled in the manner of Municipal Court, or
will they be handled according to "Dickinson's Court," in
which he holds veto power over all court decisions? If so, is
that what the students want?
Those questions will hopefully be answered during the
impending investigation of the change. Until they are, the
jury should remain out on the proposed change in the student
code.

Involvement begins with
the convocation address
Tn the last year this University has faced a number of
-Lvoiatile issues, such as the controversy surrounding the
siemester conversion, the presidential search committee
procedures and now the possibility of extending the student
code to off-campus students. As members of the University
^community, we sometimes don't know who makes these
decisions or on what basis. Instead, we hear about rule
changes and new procedures when they are implemented.
And it makes many people angry.
Now is the time to become informed and hear what they
University is doing for you and to you. It's also an appropriate time to offer your input. The first step is to stop in the
Grand Ballroom at 10 a.m. today and listen to President
Olscamp's general convocation. If you can't hear Dr. Olscamp's state of the University address in person, watch the
speech on campus cable, WBGU-TV (Channel 57), at 1:30 or
4:30 p.m. this afternoon, or at 9:30 a.m. Monday.
Find out for yourself what the administration's plans are
for the University this year and speak out if you're not
satisfied.
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Code controversy continues

LETTERS
Concerning the University's looking
into the possibility of the Office of
Standards and Procedures exercising
some control over off-campus students:
I am in agreement with most of the
letters which object to such a blatant
infringement of a city resident's civil
liberties. The day Duane Dickerson
told me what to do ended the day I
moved off campus. I'm sure many
others feel the same way.
However, let's not jump the gun
here. It appears to me, and I'm only
going on what the BG News reported,
that the city has asked the University
to help them out with a recurrent
problem. That is, the fact that BG
Slicemen spend a large portion of
sir time busting up one off-campus
party after the other.
Now, I'm all for these parties, and
have often been outraged at the manner in which some policemen go about
breaking them up.
But let's face it, we are a college
town and there is always going to
have to be some type of monitoring of

Respond

off-campus activities. I think the bottom line here is ... the police have
better things to do than to babysit offcampus parties.
There are violent crimes in this
town. The News has just begun to
speak out on some of them. I would
much rather think that the police are
out monitoring potenial sex offenders
and burglars man spending a half an
hour at my party because the lady
next door was complaining about
noise.
I got the impression that Chief Bess
is perfectly willing to help out with
any new policy the University and
city officials deem necessary. What
if, and I say this cautiously, it became
the responsiblity of Campus Safety
and Security to handle complaints
concerning off-campus students, with
the University handing down the
judgements and appropriate penalties.
Some advantages: It would free
city police for more important policework.
Students respect campus cops as

this photo to be very distasteful and
downright tacky.
We feel you performed a grave
disservice to Karan by photographing
her in a time of great duress. We ask,
did you have permission to put this
picture in the paper as National
Broadcasters must have to picture
disaster victims?
We agree that a student falling ill
during class is a news item, but a
written news report would have been
sufficient.
We tend to believe that your using
Robert L. Smith
this photo only proves our belief that
Student Consumer Union
you have a difficult time filling space
with important and informing news
Front-page photo
articles.
Please contain your camera shots
controversy remains
to subjects that do not invade a perThis letter is written in indignation son's privacy. This would be very
concerning your front page photo of greatly appreciated.
Karan Brents in your September IS,
Anita S. Boyd
1982 edition of the B.G. News.
213 North Maple
We wonder, don't your photogra23 co-elgneri
phers have anything better to do than
to chase after ambulances? We find

DOONESBURY
SOHOUtONG

The BG News would like to
print your comments regarding
something in The News or anything of interest to the campus
and community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include your address and phone
number for verification.
Letters to the editor should
not be longer than 200 words
and guest columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.

much, if not more so, than city cops.
They could certainly handle the job.
Campus cops understand students
better than city cops-ditto with the
University.
I am totally against any kind of
double jeopardy punishments, and the
University blew it by giving the imfiression that that was what they were
Doking into; but single jeopardy, sans
BG cops, just may be an effective and
practical policy. Let's take a good
look at it before blowing off steam.
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Cyanide contaminated Tylenol United Way's goal is up
results in three persons* death
by Ada Spyker
reporter

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, 111. (AP) The deaths of two brothers and a 12year-old girl in the past two days were
caused by pain remedy capsules that
had been contaminated with cyanide,
officials said today.
Dr. Edmund Donoghue, deputy assistant chief medical examiner of
Cook County, said that officials were
examining two 50-capsule containers
of Extra-Strength Tylenol in which
"we have definitely confirmed the
presence of cyanide..."
The containers were taken from the

victims' homes. Donoghue identified
the Tylenol as lot number MC2880 and
added, "We don't know the extent of
the contamination, but we don't think
anybody should be taking ExtraStrength (Tylenol) at all."
Extra Strength Tylenol, the medication found tainted in two instances
with deadly cyanide, is the nation's
best-selling pain reliever.
It comprises 20 percent of the $1.2
billion U.S. market for analgesic pain
relievers, according to Advertising
Age, a trade magazine. And all types

Bowling Green State University's
of Tylenol, including children's ver- annual United Way fund drive will
sions and liquid forms, make up about hold campus solicitations on October
a third of the analgesic market, the 4 through the 28.
This year's campaign chairman,
magazine says.
Dr. Michael Moore, liason offiTYLENOL IS a brand name for the cer/arts and academic affairs, said
drug acetaminophen, which is sold the University's projected goal for the
under some 50 different brand names. drive is $49,000, which is $7,000 more
It is generally recommended to treat than last year.
pain and fever associated with bacte- Moore said the recession and fedrial and viral infections.
eral cuts in funding to social service
In normal doses, it causes few side agencies are the major reasons for
effects, according to information pro- the increased goal. There has been a
$1.5 million cut in local United Way
see CYANIDE page 6

agencies aid. Last year over 39,000
Wood County residents were helped
by the United Way with services totaling $679,000.
One of 300 solicitors will contact
each University employee personally,
according to Moore, to invite them to
participate and contribute to the campaign.
Since students will not be contacted
as will the University's 2,100 employees, numerous fund-raising events
will be held throughout the month
"THE UNITED WAY is a one-shot
request to help several agencies,"

AAII Who are you camping with? A An

Some people are

still looking for a safe place to
deposit their money.
Some place where they can keep an eye
on it at all times.
Well, buying U.S. Savings Bonds is a safe,
easy, and profitable way to a safe deposit
Because Bonds can be replaced if they are ever
lost, stolen, or destroyed.
Plus, Bonds offer some safe guarantees:
like a guaranteed way to save, through the
Payroll Savings Plan (a little is taken out of each
paycheck automatically); a guaranteed interest
rate; and guaranteed tax benefits. And Bonds
are hacked by the safest
most solid guarantee
of all. America.

DLN0&J0HN
ANDREA & RICH
CATHY & RANDY
JOAN 4 MIKE
VICKI&JAD
R0&DIRK
M.J.& THE ITALIAN STALL0IN
CATHLEEN&T0M
DEBBIE & MARK
MARY 4: JEFF
SARAJAYNE&J.T.
"Q"&"MYMAN"
KIMER& BRETT
HOLLY & WOODY
JAMES 4 SLIPPER
RALF& HERBERT
ANN&JLM
DEBBIE & THE BABE
BRANDT & BAD0
CHERYL & DAVE
TERRI& MR. MACHO JOY & "OH BOY"
DIANE & SCOW
SILV& CHRIS
MARGRET&MKE
CATHY & KENNY

CAROL & SCOTT
GRETCHEN&MKE
HEIDI & DAVID
CAROLYN & JIM
TARA&TTM
DIANE & ROB
THE WINNER & THE LOSER
MAAG&MARK
H0SER& STEVE
JILL & GENE
JEAN & TOM
SUZIE&GREG
LAUREL 4 HARDY
TTNKERBELL&PETERPAN
PATTY 4 THE MYSTERY MAN
NANCE 4 KEN
2-V4AL

352-9285

said Moore. Over 100 human care
services in Lucas, Wood, Ottawa, and
eastern-Fulton counties are supported
by these contributions. A few of the
highlights of the 1982 allocations include increased funding for those
programs most affected by the government cutbacks and funding for the
American Cancer Society, the Arthritis Foundation, and the Rosa Morgan
Enrichment Center (senior citizens
services).
But Moore said he believes the
area's poor economy and cuts in federal spending will place greater
strains on the people and the area
agencies served by the United Way.

• confidential, personal care
• special rates for B.G. students
• 541 W. Wooster, temporarily

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
in wood county

O

O

mornins, afternoon and
evenin3 appointments . . .
... all methods of birth control,
annual exams (inc. pelvic, pap, urinalysis, hemoslobin), presnancy tests,
counselms, community education
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Green Sheet
British foreign policy topic
for October 5 UAO lecture
The Right Honourable Sally Oppenheim, a
member of the United Kingdom Parliament
and a former member of the executive
Cabinet, will discuss The Foreign Policy of
the United Kingdom" at 8 p.m. Tuesday (Oct
5) in the Grand Ballroom Union
Free and open to the public, the lecture is
being sponsored by the University Activities
Organization
Oppenheim was appointed minister of
state for consumer affairs and tourism at the
Department of Trade by Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher in 1979. At the same
tone, Oppenheim became a member of Her
Majesty's Privy Council
As minister of state for consumer affairs,
Oppeheim was responsible for the
administration of policy on all trade
competition and anti-trust matters.
In addition, she was instrumental in
drafting and lobbying for a number of pieces
of legislation, including ones which
strengthened consumer safety and credit
laws, and clarified labeling and advertising
practices. She also won approval for a bill
which required that a consumer education
course be taught in all British schools
Oppenheim resigned her Cabinet post
earlier this year because of the pressures of
family business responsibilities following the
death of her husband
A popular and well-known radio and
television personality in Britian, the 52-yearold mother of three entered national politics in
1970 when she was elected to Parliament
from the district of Glouchester. Her election
marked the first time in 25 years that a
member of the Conservative Party had been
elected to that seat.
In 1972, she was appointed chairman of
the Conservative Parliamentary Committee on
Consumer Affairs, and in 1974 she was
appointed Front Bench Opposition
Spokesman on Prices ad Consumer
Protection.
Thatcher appointed her to the Shadow
Cabinet (Shadow Secretary of State for
Prices and Consumer Protection) in 1975. a
position she held until 1979 when the
Conservative Party won a majority of the
seats in Parliament and assumed power.
Currently. Oppenheim is serving as the
national vice president for both the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Accidents and
the National Union of Townswomen's Guilds.

Women in Business offers
'dress for success' show
You are what you wear-at least that's
what Women in Business would like students
to think.
"Color and Dress for the Impressive
Interview" is the theme of a fashion show to
be held 8 p.m. Monday (Oct. 4) in the Grand
Ballroom, Union
Various outfits from Macy's wil be
modeled by members of the Fashion
•
Merchandisng Association with emphasis on
which colors are best suited for individual
appearance and job Interviews.
Dr. Deanna Radeioff. associate professor
of home economics and owner of Color
Charisma, an outfit that produces fashion
shows, will be the featured speaker.
The program is free and open to all and is
being sponsored by over 10 different campus
organizations.

During her speech, she is expected to
discuss the recent war in the Falkland
Islands, and the British decision to ignore
U.S. protests and ship equipment to the
Soviet Union for use in the Russian gas
pipeline.

Hockey promises season
of slapshots, hotshots
This year the Bowling Green hockey team
will be like the old gunfighter who walks into
the saloon filled with glory-hungry young
shootists. the only thing that is certain is that
everyone will be gunning for him.
As defending Central Collegiate Hockey
Association champions and a quarterfinalist in
the NCAA playoffs, Bowling Green has one of
the finest teams in the country. Nineteen
letterwinners return to the team, including AllAmerica center Brian Hills and goaltender
Mike David.
The fast draws and sharp shooting starts
earty this year as the Falcons open their
regular season schedule by hosting national
powerhouse Wisconsin in 7.30 p.m.
contests set for Oct 15-16.
Ticket information for those games and all
games are as follows: Students with AllSports Passes can pick-up tickets Monday
and Tuesday before game days. Any student
tickets not claimed and $4 general admission
tickets will go on sale Wednesday before
game days. Five-dollar reserved seats for all
games are now available.
All tickets should be picked up and paid for
at the Memorial Hall Ticket Office.

Who's who?
It could be you
More than 45 University seniors will be
listed in the 1982-83 edition of "Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and
Colleges." And you or a friend may be one of
them.
Nominations for "Who's Who" honors are
now being accepted by the Office of Student
Organizations and News Student Programs,
405 Student Services.
Any faculty or staff member or student may
nominate a senior for the honor (Self
nominations are accepted). Criteria for
selection includes scholarship, citizenship,
and participation and leadership In academic
and extracurricular activities.
The deadline for applying is Oct. 15.

Gish theater dedication is set
The first lady of American cinema. Lillian
Gish, win visit Bowling Green next weekend
to attend the dedication of a collection of
photographs commemorating her
extraordinary acting career.
President Paul J. Olscamp will dedicate
the collection in honor of Miss Gish and In
memory of her mother Mary McConnell Gish
and her sister Dorothy Gish during
ceremonies Saturday (Oct. 9) evening at the
Gish Film Theater, Hanna Ha*.
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Because of limited seating in the hal,
admission is limited to invitations only.
The photographs will go on permanent
display at the theater, which is thought to be
the only movie house in the nation dedicated
to the Ohio natives. Many of the photos to be
dedicated include ones which were shown in
the 1980 New York Metropolitan Museum of
Modern Art exhibit.
Miss Gish, who will receive a Kennedy
Center award for artistic achievement as a
performer in December, made her stage
debut at the age of five in the village of
Risingsun, about 20 miles southeast of
Bowling Green.
With the longest career of any Hollywood
performer, male or female, Miss Gish has
appeared on the screen In every decade of
this century since her first film with D.W.
Griffith In 1912 and has starred in more than
100 films-many of them landmarks in the
history of motion pictures.
The first phase of a project to refurbish the
Gish Film Theater, which is located In Hanna
Hal, has just been completed. Renovations
include a new marque entry to the theater,
improvements to the movie projection area
and creation of an area isolating the
photographs which trace the careers of the
Gish sisters. A planned second phase of
renovations wi make further improvements
to the theater.

First of five Main Auditorium productions

Weekend
'Elephant Man' opens Thursday
Highlights
The University theater will open its 1982-83 main season with a production of Bernard
Pomerance's "The Elephant Man" Oct. 7-9 and Oct. 13-16 in the Main Auditorium of
University Hall.
The award-winning drama retells the life of John Merrick, who despite his hideously
deformed body was a remarkably intelligent and sensitive man.
A play of unusual power, "The Elephant Man" is based on the experiences of a real
19th century victim of the little understood disorder neurofibromatosis. Merrick suffered
from an extreme case of the condition wherein skin tumors normally associated with the
disease blossomed into large cauliflower-like masses and abnormal bone growth
distorted most of his body.
As the play opens Merrick, played by sophomore Timothy Kuhlmann, Is being
exhibited at a freak show run by his owner-manager Ross, portrayed by sophomore Keith
Glover. Merrick is befriended by a Dr. Treves, a ambitious young surgeon, played by
senior Richard Barrows, who makes a home for Merrick in a London hospital where he
might live his life free from exploitation.
After Merrick becomes a resident of the hospital, its director, Carr Gomm, played by
graduate student Dean Slusser, initiates a fund-raising drive for the facility using the fame
of its new guest, and Dr. Treves begins advancing his medical career as a result of
treating the celebrity.
Merrick soon becomes a favorite charity case for London's upper class and is visited
by such luminaries as Bishop How, played by senior Stan Friedman, and Princess
Alexandra, played by senior Melanle Reiter.
Leading the Victorian high-society is Mrs. Kendal, an actress portrayed by Barbara
Barrows, who is the only visitor that gives as much to Merrick as she takes from him. In
his Innocence, Merrick questions aH assumptions concerning order, power and goodwill
that his visitors have placed so much faith in, revealing a pure sense of good, an
instinctive religious aspiration and a style of thought so unspoiled and direct that he
sabotages Dr. Treves' attempts to make him a "man."
Directed by Dr. Charles R. Boughton, the company also includes numerous other
actors, cellist Eddie Singleton wHI perform Davis Heiss's arragement of incidental music
for the ceHo and juggler Scott Maier.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. nightly and a 3 p.m. matinee performance will be presented Oct.
16. Tickets may be reserved at the Main Auditorium box office between 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
weekdays or by calling 372-2719. Ticket prices are $3.50 for adults. $2 50 for senior
citizens and $1.50 for students

Homecoming 1982 is taking shape,
details in special October GS edition
"Homecoming '82" is the umbrella title for a non-stop series of activities planned for Oct
13-16 on the campus. The University Activities Organization, Board of Black Cultural
Activities, Office of Alumni and Development, Commuter Center, fraternities and sororities, and
residence haUs are all planning events for students during this traditional long weekend.
Highlights of the weekend include a Wednesday fashion show, a Thursday snake dance,
bonfire and spirit rally, a Friday carnival and outdoor concert, and. of course, the Saturday
game between the Falcons and the Huskies of Northern Illinois.
Details of all of the events were not finalized at Green Sheet deadline, so a special edition of
Green Sheet will be distributed before Oct. 11 to all students, faculty and staff. Groups and
organizations wishing to have events listed have until 5 p.m. Monday (Oct. 4) to submit events
to the Green Sheet office. 806 Administration Building.
Three events which are finalized are three contests being sponsored by UAO. The first is
the election of the Senior Representaive -the modern day equivalent of a Homecoming Queen.
Voting for senior representative will be held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Oct. 12 in the Union Lobby
A student will need a validation card to vote.
The other two contest are the traditional window painting contest and banner contest.
Any on-campus window or windows can be used for the contest, which is designed to
promote school spirit. Creating school spirit is also the goal of the banner contest. The banners
will be hung in the Stadium on Saturday morning.
Both contests are open to any formal or informal group or organization. Additional
information and applications can be obtained from the UAO office, third floor of the Union. They
must be returned to the UAO office by 5 p.m. Oct. 11.
The winners of all three contests will be announced during pre-game activities on Saturday.
Prizes will be awarded.

BGSU alumna to perform
Acclaimed coloratura soprano Constanza
Cuccaro is returning to her alma mater for an
8 p.m. Oct. 13 concert in Kobacker Hall.
Moore Musical Ats Center.
The performance by the 1964 graduate
will include excerpts from "Lucia di
Lammermoor" and "Turandot," as well as
works by Rossini. Bellini. Verdi, Schubert,
Debussy. Samuel Barber and John Carter.
She also will sing five songs by pianistcomposer Edwin Penhorwood, whom
Cuccaro met and married while the two were
studying music at the University.
Tickets are priced a S3 for students and
$6 for non-students. They may be purchased
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. weekdays at the
Musical Arts Center box office. Tickets can
also be reserved by calling the 24-hour
"ticket hotline" at 372-0171.
In addition to the evening performance,
Cuccaro wl give a master class from 10 am.
to 12:30 p.m. Oct. 14 In the Center's Bryan
Recital Hall. The class Is free and open to the
public.
Cuccaro won acclaim for her
performances in many of the world's opera
houses and concert halls

Friday
October 1
7 p.m.-9:30 p.m.-UAO Campus Film
Absence of Malice." starring Paul Newman and Sally
Re*) on! be shown S150 with BGSU ID 210 Math
Science.
6 p.m. - Freshman Folllea
"Pleased With Myself, is the theme of this year's
showcase of freshman entertainers Production will
teature singers, dancers, mucisians, mimes and more
Tickets $1. Joe E. Brown Theatre.

Saturday
Octeber 2
10 a.m. - Frisbee-Goll Tournament
Sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega Intramural Fields behind
Memorial Hat
10 a.m.* p.m. - Used Book, Magazine and Record
Sale
Sponsored by Friends of the BGSU Libraries Boom
122. library
1:30 p.m.-Football
BGSU vs Western Michigan University Stadum
7 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
See 7pm Friday. Oct 1 bating
8 p.m. - Freshman Follies
See 8 p.m Friday. Oct 1 listing
»:45 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
See 7 p.m Friday. Oct 1 listing

Sunday
October 3
3 p.m. - Concert
The BGSU Chamber Orchestra win perform Free and
open to all Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center

This Week
and 'Next at BG
Monday
October 4
8 a.m.-S p.m. - Paintings by J.D. Jackson
A one-man exhibition by this Columbus artist wHI be on
display through Oct 31 Free and open to all McFaH
Center Gallery
11:30 a.m.-Mass
St Thomas More Church. 425 ThursOn.
Noon - Campus Democrats
James Sheck. a University graduate and candidate for
Fifth District Congressional Representative. wel speak on
his educational platform. Free and open to an Alumni
Room. Union
Noon-3 p.m. - Send A Kiss
Sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epslon Li' Sis'. Cost 50
cants Continues through Oct. 8. Sign-up In University
Hal
8 p.m - Library Seminar
A session on government documents wS be held. Open
to all graduate students Information flyers and sign-up
sheets are available m various departments or at the
Library Room 126. Library
8 p.m. - Senior Placement Orientation
A session on "Interviewing" we) be held. Seniors who
have not participated in placement meetings or Resume
and Interviewing Seminars, are encouraged to attend.
Second Floor Lounge. Student Services
7 p.m. - Resident Student Association
Meeting Open-to all Assembly Room. McFal Center
7 p.m. - Volleyball
BGSU al Ohio University (Athens).
7 p.m. - Senior Placement Orientation
A session on "Resumes" wHI be held Seniors who have
not participated in placement meetings or Resume and
Interviewing Seminars, are urged to attend. Second Floor
Lounge, Student Services.

This season she is returning to the Toronto
Opera for the third time, singing Sophie in
"Der Rosenkavalier" with the Dates Civic
Opera, and appearing with orchestras, among
them the Detroit Symphony, as wen as giving
recitals with her husband.

Green Sheet
Green Sheet Is produced by the Bowling Green State University Office of Public
Relation! in cooperation with The B.G. News.
The next issue will be published Oct 15 and will cover •vents oocuring between
Oct 18 through Oct. 31. The deadline for submitting Informalon to be listed in that
issue is noon, Wednesday, Oct 13.
Ml events must bo submitted in writing to the Green Shoot editor, 80t
Administration Building. In the event of space limitation, those events submitted at
the earliest date will bo given preference.
Senior Mario Clstarmo Is serving as assistant editor this year, Junior Tom Hlsek is
serving as calendar editor.

7:30 p.m- - Campus FUm
_
"John Buckajedt.'' with English subtitles w» be shown.
Sponsored by the German Department. Free and open to
al. Gish Fern Theater, Harms.
S p.m. - Interview Workshop
A program enttHe "The Impressive Interview" wS be held.
See story elsewhere. Open to al. Grand BeaVoom.
Union

Tuesday
Oetobor 5
8:IS a.m. - Suss
St AJoyaius Church, 160 S. Enterprise.
140 p.m.-4:00 p-m. - Coffee Hour
Sponsored by World Student Association. Free and open
to at. 16 1
7 p.m. - Active Christians Today
Fellowship meeting. Open to al members. P-jm Room,
Union
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7 p.m. - Association of People In Communlcatlone
Meeting Open to al communications majors. 304
MoMtey.
7 p.m. - Bowling Qreon Put. Coalition
Meetng Open to at. T«n Room. Union.
7:30 p.m. - Criminal Juatlee Organization
Meeting. Larry Mershman. of the Wood County Work
nalaami Program wd speak Open to a*. 207 Hanna
7:30 p.m. - Marketing Club
Meeting. Open to al members. Assembly Room, McFall
Center
7:30 p.m. - Soccer
BGSU at University of Dayton
« p.m. - Llf• Talk
Meeting Kohl Ha" Sanctuary.

1:30 p.m. - United Christian Fellowship
Spiritual Growth Group Open to al 313 Thurstin.

9:30 s.m.. 6 p.m. - Worship Service
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. Enterprise.

8:30 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
Dodge City." starring Errol Flynn wil be shown Free
and open to al. 210 Math-Science

10 a.m. -Worship Service
First Prebystsrian Church, 126 S Church.

9:30 p-m. - German Club
A German Stammtlsch wil be held Open to all Mytes
Pizza, 516 E Wooster

Friday
October 8
• a.m. - Philosophy Conference
Or. Alan Gibberd ol the University ot Michigan wd lecture
on "UsMarianism and Rights " Free and open to the
University community. $30 registration lee lor others
9:15 a.m. - Mass
St. Aloysius Church. 150 S Enterpnae

8 p-m. - UAO Lecture
The Right Honourable Salty OppenheWn, a member of the
British Parliament, will discuss The Foreign Policy of the
United Kaigdom." See story elsewhere.

10 a.m. - Board of Trustees
Meeting Open to all Assembly Room. McFal Center

8:30 p.m. - Astronomy Club
Meeting Open to all 263 Overman
8:30 p.m. - Sailing Club
Meeting Open to all 22B Math-Science
8:30 p.m. - Minority Students in Hearth-Care Professions
Meeting Open to al Taft Room. Union
9 p.m. - Panhellenlc Council
Meeting Open to all Community Suite, Union
9:30 p.m. - Christian Science College Organization
Meeting. Open to ail Fort Room, Union

Wednesday
October 6
12:30 p.m. - Commuter Off Campus Organization
An organizational meeting for Homecoming wM be held
Open to al Commuter Center. Moseiey
1:30-4 p.m.-Coffee Hour
Sponsored by World Student Association Free and open
to al 16 Williams
4:30 p.m. - Spanish Club
Meeting Open to all First floor. McDonald North
Lounge.
4:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar
Or Rodabeh Jamesbi. assistant prolessor of medical
technology, will lecture on "The immunology of Cancer:
knmunological Properties of Carcinoma Lines propagated
in Experimental Animals " Free and open to al. 112 LifeScience

10:30 a.m. - Philosophy Conference
Dr. John N Gray of Jeaus College. Oxford, writ lecture on
"Libertarian Rights. An Indirect Utilitarian Approach."
Free and open to the University community. $30
registration tee for others
11 s.m. -1 p.m. - Public Skating
A cheap skate wil be held. Admission lor students Is 50
cents with BGSU I D Ice Arena
12:30 p.m.-Maaa
St. Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstm
1:15 p.m. - Philosophy Conference
Dr. Alan Donagan of the University of Chicago will lecture
on "The Right Not to Incriminate Oneself " Free and
open to the Unrversty community. $30 registration fee
for others
2:45 p.m. - Philosophy Conference
Dr Richard E Flatham of Johns Hopkins University wil
lecture on "Moderating Rights " Free and open to the
University community. $30 registration tee for others.
6 p.m. - Volleyball
BGSU at Windy City Classic (Chicago. Ill)
6-11 p.m. - Fantasy and Wargamlng Society
Open gaming. Free and open to all Ohio Suite. Union
6:30 p.m. - Shabbat Service
Sponsored by the Jewish Students Group
Lounge. Union

Faculty

8 p.m. - Environmental Interest Group
Meeting. Open to all 121 Hayes. '
8 p.m. - Graduate Student Senate Symposium
Or David Gulp from the Toledo Museum of Art, and Or
William Leons from the University of Toledo's anthropology program wil discuss "Classical Totemlsm of Africa m
Comparison with Totemiem in Contemporary American
Society " Free and open to all Msetl Alumni Center.
8 p.m. - Concert
The BGSU Faculty Jazz Ensemble will perform Free and
open to al Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts
Center
8 p.m. -Campus Film
"King Lear," the Russian version wU be shown. Sponsored by the English department. Free and open to al
Main Auditorium, University Hal
(-10 p.m. - Public Skating
Students $1 25 with BGSU ID Skate Rental 50 cents
ice Arena.
9 p.m. - Circle K Service Organization
Meeting Open to al. 115 Business Administration.

Thursday
October 7
Noon - German Club
Meeting. Open to al Reading Room. 142 Snatzel
1:30-4 p.m.-Cottee Hour
Sponsored by World Student Association. Free and open
to all. 18 Williams
4 p.m. - Philosophy Conference
A conference focusing on the philosophical issues
surrounding human right* wd be held through Thursday
(Oct 9). Dr. Hugo A. Bedau of Tufts University wil open
the conference with a lecture on "Why We Have the
Rights We Do" Free and open to the Unrveraity
community; $30 registration tee for others. Mseti Alumni
Center
6 p.m. - Spanish Conversation Hour
Open to al. Mark's Pizza, 523 E. Wooater
6:30 p.m. - Navigators Christian Fellowship
Meeting. Open to al. 126 West Hal
7 p.m. -1
St. Atoysius Church. 150 S. Enterprise
7 p.m. - Prayer and Prats* Session
Sponsored by "Unity." a non-denominational ministry.
Free and open to al. 303 Wast Hal
7:30 p.m. - Maaa
St Thomas Mora Church. 425 Thurstin.
6 p.m. - Philosophy Conference
Dr Martin P GoWmg of Duke University wd lecture on
"The Priority of Welfare Right*." Free and open to the
University community: S30 registration lea for others
Mletl Alumni Cantor.
8 run. - University Theatre Produetton
"The Elephant Man" will be presented. Sea story
elsewhere Ticket* $1 50 students. $2.50 senior citizens. S3 50 other* Mam Auditorium. University Hal.
6-11 p.m. - UAO Side Door Entertainment
The BQSU Jazz Lab Band wd perform Admission SI
Open to si Side Door, Union.

9 p.m - Worship Service
Fellowship of Christian Students
House. 128 S College.

Open to all

FCS

0:15 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
Sse 7 p.m Friday, Od 15 Bating

Saturday

10:30 a.m. - Homecoming '82
An alumm champagne brunch w* be held Open to aH
those who pre-ordered tickets. Grand Ballroom. Union

6 p.m. -Concert
Guest sopranist Costanza Cuccaro. a BGSU alumnus
who has performed with the Metropoltian Opera wil
present a benefit concert See story eleswhere Tickets
$6 adults. $3 students Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical
Arts Center

11 a-m. - Homecoming '82
A Black Alumni Luncheon wit be held Additional information wilt be detailed in a special Homecoming edition to
be distributed before Oct. 12

8 p.m. - Concert
A Jazz Combo Concert wil be presented Bryan Recital
Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating
See 8 p.m Wednesday. Oct 6 Beting

9 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
See 4 p.m Sunday. Oct 10 listing

Monday
11:30 am.-Maaa
St. Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstin
Noon-3 p.m. Send A Klaa
Sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon LI' Sis". Cost 50
cents Continues through Oct. 13 Sign-up in University
Hal

5 p.m. - Homecoming '62

7 p.m. - Trsshouse Troupe Theatre Production
Auditions tor "Androcles and the Lion" and Poetry,
Schomoetry " Open to al students interested in chldren
and theatre Six credit hours available. 400 University
Hal.
7:30 p.m. - Square Dance Club
Sponsored by "Footloose Falcons " Free and open to al
118Eppler
9 p.m. - Phi Beta Lambda
Meeting. Open to all business majors. 102 Business
Administration
9:1 S p.m. - Inter!raternlty Council
Meeting Open to al Assembly Room. McFall Center

4 p.m. - Mass
St. Thomas Mora Church. 425 Thurstm
6:30 p.m. - Mas*
St Aloysius Church, 150 S. Enterpriae

Tuesday

7:30 p.m. - UAO Campus Rim
See 7:30 p.m Friday. Oct 8 listing

October 12

7:30 p.m. - Hockey
BQSU vs Michigan-Dearborn (exhibition). Ice Arena.

8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Homecoming '82
Voting wil take piece lor the Senior Representative
BGSU validation must be shown Union lobby

8 p.m. - University Theatre Production
See 8 p.m Thursday, Oct 7 listing

9:15 a.m.-Mass
St. Aloysius Church, 150 S Enterprise

0:15 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
See 7:30 p.m. Friday. Oct. 8 Bating

10:30 a.m. - Commuter OH Campus Organization
Meeting. Open to al commuter student*. Commuter
Center. Moseiey

k46. 11 a.m. - Worship Service*
St. Mark's Lutheran Church. 315 S. Cceege

6-10 p.m. - Homecoming '82
Stacy MUchhart and Ken Cowden wa make their last
Ohio perfomance at the carnival Free and open lo al
Field out by the stadium

8 p.m. - Environmental Interest Group
Meeting Open to al 121 Hayes

7 p.m. - Theatre Auditions
Auditions for Athol Fugard's "A Lesson From Aloes "
Open to al 405 University Hal

8,10 a.m., noon - Maaa
St Aloysius Church, 160 S. Enterpriae

8 p.m - University Theatre Production
See 8 p.m. Thursday. Oct 7 listing

10 a.m. - Rugby
Ohio CoMegtate Championships College Park Field

11 a-m. -Cross Country
Women's team at University of Toledo

October 10

7:30 p.m. - Hockey
BGSU vs Unrveraity of Wisconsin ice Vena

7:30 p.m. -Soccer
BGSCI at Indiana University (Btoomngtonl

6 p.m. - Kspps Dell. PI - Delta Phi
Dr. Malcom Campel. professor ot education, wd discuss
"Strength in Education " Open to al members ol this
education honor society Campus Room. Union

7:00 p.m. - Resident Student Assoication
Meeting Open to al. Assembly Room, McFal Center

Sunday

7 p.m. - Volleyball
BGSU vs. Miami University Anderson Arena.

10 a.m. - Intercollegiate Waters*. Nationals
The BGSU waterski team wilt compete Robbms Lake.
Birmingham. Alabama

11 a.m. - Cross Country
Men's team at Bal State University (Muncie, kid.)

Midnight - UAO Campus Film
See Midnight Friday, Oct 8 Bating

7 p-m. esMiHBhl - Homecoming '82
Commuter center open house and card party commemorating the 15th anniveraary of the Commuter Center wd
be held. Open to al former commuter students Commuter Center. Moseiey

7:30 p.m. - Fellowship ot Christian Students
Meeting Open to al Prout Chapel

5 p.m. — Homecoming 62
Deadline for application for the Homecoming Banner
Contest See story elsewhere Additional information wil
be detailed in a special Homecoming edition to be
distnbuted before Oct 12 UAO Office, 3rd floor Union

2-6 p.m. - Paintings by J.D. Jackson
See 8 a.m. Monday. Oct 4 listing

7 p.m - UAO Campus Film
"Death Trap." starring Christopher Reeve and Dyan
Cannon wa b* shown $1.50 with BGSU ID 210 MathSoence.

4 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
"Dragonslayer" will be shown $1 50 with BGSU ID
210Math-ScienoV

10:30 a.m. - Philosophy Conference
Dr Alan Gewirth of the University of Chicago wil lecture
on the "The Existence ol Human Right* " Free and open
to the University community; $30 registration fee for
others.

2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center
The Little Red Schoolhouse w* be open for visitation.
Free and open to al

October 13

Sponsored by "Unity," a non-denomlnatJonal mmistry
104 Business Administration

6:30 p.m. - United Christian Fellowship
Outreach meeting wil be held Open to al UCF House.
313 Thurstin

10 a.m.-Volleyball
BGSU at Windy City Classic (Chicago, IB)

2 p.m. - Soccer
BGSU at Wraconsin-Mitwaukee Tournament.

Wednesday

Faculty

3:30-6:30 p.m. - Public Skating
See 8 p.m Wednesday, Oct 6 listing

Deadline tor application for the Homecoming Window
Splash See story elsewhere Additional information will
be detailed in a special Homecoming edition to be
distributed belore Oct 12. UAO Office. 3rd floor. Union.

1:30p.m. -Football
BGSU at Miami University (Oxford)

9:30 p.m. - Christian Science College Organization
Meeting Open to al Fort Room, Union

4 p.m. - Honorary Alumnue Award Presentations
Recipients ol the 1982 awards Or. Charles Barrel,
professor emeritus of political science and Mr. J. C.
Donnel II . former chairman of the board and president
and chief executive officer of the Marathon OH Company
wiU be honored Open to all Bryan Recital Hal. Moore
Musical Arts Center

8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Paintings by J.D. Jackson
A one-man exhibition by this Columbus artist wil be on
display through Oct 31 Free and open lo al McFall
Center Gallery

1 p.m. - Rugby
Men's A, B and C teams vs. Michigan State Unrveraity
College Park Field.

9 p.m. - Panhellenlc Council
\
Meeting Open lo al Community Suits. Union.

2-5 p.m. - Paintings by J.D. Jackson
See 8 a.m. Monday. Oct 4 listing

Midnight - UAO Campus Film
"Shampoo." stamng Warren Beatty and Gokjie Hawn will
be shown $1 50 with BGSU I D 210 Math- Science

9 a.m. - Philosophy Conference
Dr. Loren E Lomasky of the University of Minnesota at
Duluth wd lecture on "Human Pursuits and Human
Rights " Free and open to the Unrver8rty communrty;
$30 registration fee for others.

7 p.m. - Mbto Study

1:30-4 p.m. -Coffee Hour
Sponsored by Work) Student Association Free and open
10 all 16 Williams

October II

October 9

8:30 p.m. - Astronomy Club
Meeting Open to al 263 Overman.

2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center
The Little Red Schoolhouse wil be open for visitation
Free and open to al

9:15 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
See 7:30 p m Friday Oct 8 listing

Saturday

6-11 p.m. - Fantaay and Wargamlng Society
Open gaming Free and open to al Ohio Suns. Union.
6:30 p.m. - Shabbat Service
Sponsored by the Jewish Students Group
Lounge, Union.

9 a.m. - Golf
BG-UT Fal Classic Forrest Creason Golf Course

3 p.m. - Concert
The- BGSU Fall Concert Band and Wind Ensemble will
perform Free and open to all Kobacker Hal. Moore
Musical Arts Center

4-11 p.m - Homecoming '62
A carnival featuring 13 booths ot aid wd be held out by
the stadium. Beer wd be aold Food, beverages, games
and entertainment provided. Free and open to al.
Additional information wa be delated in a apeaaf Homecoming edition to be dietributed belore Oct 12

6:30 p.m. - Sailing Club
Meeting Open to al 228 Math Science

2 p-m. - Soccer
BGSU at Wrsconsm-Milwsukee Tournament

0:30 p.m. - Social Justice Committee
Meeting Open to all Fireside Lounge. St Thomas More
Church, 425 Thurstin

8-11 p.m. - UAO Side Door Entertainment
The jazz band Off-Ramp." wil perform. Admission $*.
Open lo all Side Door. Union.

6 p.m. - Management Club
Meeting Open to al 515 Life-Science

8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Ohio Mosquito Control Association
Annual meeting Sponsored by Biological Sciences and
Environmental Studies department Open to the public
Registration fee $3 BGSU student. $7 all others.
Communrty Suite. Union

7 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
See 4 p.m Sunday. Oct 10 listing

8 p.m. - University Theatre Production
See 8 p.m. Thursday. Oct 7 listing

6 p.m. - Llf* T.ik
Meeting Kohl Hal Sanctuary

1:15 p.m. - Bridge Club
Matches will be held Admission $1 25 Open to al
Bring a partner or one can be arranged for you Ohio
Suite, Union

6 p.m. - Vesper Service
Open to al United Christian FeBowship 313 Thurstin

6-10 p.m. - Public Skating
See 8 p.m Wednesday. Oct 6 hating

7:30 p.m. - American Society of Interior Designers
Mr. Thommy Coudim, a representative from Hickory
Chair writ speak. Free to al paid members.

Noon - Croquet Tournament
Entry is limited to Greeks but anyone may attend Entry
tee $5 per team Sponsored by Kappa Delta and Zeta
Beta Tau University Hal lawn

7:30 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
"Some Kind of Hero," starring Richard Pryor wil be
shown $1 50 with BGSU ID 210 Math-Science.

8 p.m. - Senior Placement Orientation
A session on "Senior Orientation" will be held. Seniors
who have not participated in placement meetings or
Resume and Interviewing Seminars, are urged to attend
Second Fkjo. Lounge. Student Services

7:30 p.m. - Youth tor Easter Seala
Organizational meeting Open to al. Alumni Room.
Union

11 a.m. - Worship Service
Wood County Baptist Church will meet in the Constitution
Room of the Howard Johnsn's Motor km, 1630 E
Wooster

6 p.m. - Worship Service
Sponsored by "Unity." a nondemoninational ministry
Prout Chapel

8 p.m. - Library Seminar
See 6 p.m. Monday, Oct. 4 listing.

7:30 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Students
Meeting Open to al.

10:30 am. - Worship Service
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 W Pearl

7 p.m. - Bible Study
Sponsored by "Unity." a non-denominational ministry
104 Business Administration.

8 p.m. - Visiting Writer Series
Poet Wiliam Virgil Davis will read from his works First in a
series of visiting writers to appear this fall Free and open
to al Sponsored by the Creative Writing Department
210 University Hal

6:30 p.m. - United Christian Fellowship
Outreach meeting wil be held Open to all UCF House.
313 Thurstin.

10:30 am. - Worship Service
Sponsored by Active Christians Today Alumni Room.
Union
10:30 a.m. - Worship Service
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E Wooster

6 p.m. - Campus Republicans
Meeting Open to ail. 204 Moseiey

8 p.m. - 4-H Club
Meeting Open to all members. Buckeye Room. Union

10,11:16 a.m., 1:18 p.m. - Maaa
St. Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstin.'

7:30 p.m. - Association ot People In Communication
Dr David Ostroff, director of RTVF graduats atudiea wd
discuss "New Technology in rCommunlcattone " Free
and open to al. 204 Moseiey.

11:30 am. - Mass
St. Thomas More Church, 425 Thurstin
1:30-4 p.m. - Coffee Hour
Sponsored by Worid Student Association Free and open
to si lewnsmsHal
7 ML - Theatre Audtttone
Sea 7 p.m. Monday. Oct. 11 Bating
7 pjn. - Theatre Auditions
See 7 p.m Monday, Oct 11 Bating

9:30 a-m. - Worship Service
Chans Community. Prout Chapel

7 p.m. - Active Chrlatlana Today
Feeowehip meeting Open lo el members Alumni Room,
Union.

9:30, 11 a.m. - Worship Service
Fist United Methodist Church. 1506 E Wooater

7 p-m. - Volleyball
BGSU va Ohio State Anderson Arena.

8 p.m. - University Theatre Production
See 8pm Thursday. Oct 7 listing
8 p.m. - Campus Film
"Blow Up." starring Vanessa Redgrave wd be shown
Sponsored by the Engksh department Free and open to
all Main Auditorium. University Hal
8 p.m. - Homecoming '82
The Beauty of Blackness Fashion Show wd be held
Amani. Northeast Commons
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating
See 8 p m Wednesday. Oct 6 Bstlng
9 p.m. - Circle K Service Organization
Meeting Open to all 115 Business Administration.

Thursday
October 14
8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Ohio Mosquito Control Association
See 8am Wednesday Oct 13 listing
9 a.m. -Goll
BG-UT Autumn Fall Classic Toledo Country Club
10 a.m.-l2-30 p.m. - Opera Master Class
Guest sopranisl Costanza Cuccaro wil conduct a master's class Free and open to all Bryan Recital Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center
Noon - German Club
Meeting Open to all Reading Room. 142 Snatzel
1:30-4 p.m. - Coffee Hour
Sponsored by World Student Association Free and open
to all 16 Williams
.
6 p.m. - Spanish Conversation Hour
Open to all Mark's Pizza. 523 E Wooster
6:30 p.m. - Navigators Christian Fellowship
Meeting Open to all 126 West Hal
7 p.m. - Prayer and Praise Session
Sponsored by Unity" a non-denominational ministry.
Free and open to al 303 West Hal
7 p.m. - Homecoming '82
A Snake Dance starting from the Union Oval wil be held
Additional information will be detailed in a special Homecoming edition to be distributed before Oct 12
7:30 p.m. - Amnesty International
A meeting and discussion on the death penalty wil be
held Free and open to al Upper Room. St. Thomas
More Church. 425 Thurstin

October 16

11 a.m. - Soccer
BGSU vs. University of Wisconsin • Green Bay Mickey
Cochrane Field
11 a.m.-1 p.m. - Homecoming '62
A tail-gate party featuring food, beer and fun will be held
outside the Stadium Free and open to all Additional
information will be detailed m a special Homecoming
edition to be distributed before Oct 12.
1:30 p.m. - Homecoming '62
Pre-game activities featuring the announcement of senior
representative winner and winners of the window splash
and banner contests wiB be held before the tootbaH
game Stadium
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center
The Uttle Red Schoolhouse will be open for visitation
Free and open to ail
2-5 p.m. - Paintings by J.0. Jackson
See 8 am Monday. Oct 11 listing
3 p.m. - University Theatre Production
See 8 p.m Thursday. Oct 7 listing
3 p.m - Homecoming '82
The 1982 Alumni Service Award wiB be presented during
hafftime at the football game to Mr William Primrose Jr
Class of 1942 The Alumni Band and the University
marching band wiB perform Open to alt Stadium
4 p.m. - Commuter Center Champagne Brunch
A wine and cheese reception will be held for commuter
alumni immediately after the Homecoming game Celebrating the Commuter Centers 15th anniversary Commuter Center. Mosely Hall
4 p.m. - Homecoming '62
The Ebony Fair wilt be held Ground area in front of the
Amani
5-7 p.m. - Artist Reception
A meet-the-artist reception will be held for Columbus
artist J 0. Jackson, a BGSU alumnus, whose one-man
exhibition ot paintings is being shown through Oct 31
Free and open to ail McFall Center Gallery
6-6 p.m. - Commuter Alumni Dinner
A chicken and roast beef dinner will be served Open to
those who made prior reservations Pheasant Room,
Union
7 p.m.-Midnight - Homecoming 82
The "Rock Candy Band' led by former commuter student
Art Bradford w* perform. Open to all commuter alumni
Grand BaNroom Union
7 p.m - UAO Campus Film
See 7pm Friday. Oct 15 listing
7:30 p.m. - Hockey
BGSU vs University of Wisconsin Ice Arena

7:30 p.m. -Black Student Union
Meeting. Open to all Amain, Northast Commons

8 p.m. - University Theatre Production
See 6 p.m Thursday. Oct 7 hshng

8 p.m. - University Theatre Production
See 8 p.m Thursday. Oct. 7 listing

6 p.m. - Homecoming '62

8 p.m. - Homecoming '62
A jazz concert wil be held Amani. Northeast Commons
8:15 p.m. - Choice
A gay talent night will be held. Open to al. Religious
Education Room. St Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstin
8:30 p.m. - United Christian Fellowship
Spiritual Growth Group Open to al 313 Thurstm.
8:30 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
"Dark Victory.' starring Humphrey Bogart and Bette
Davis wil be shown Free and open to al. 210 Math-

A Black Fashion and Entertainment show wtV be held
Amani. Nkxtheast Commons
6:15 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
See 7 p.m Friday. Oct 15 hshng
11 p.m. - Homecoming '62
A Black Alumni Ball wiB be held Northeast Commons

Sunday
QcllMt 17

Science
8:30 p.m. - Homecoming '02
A bonfire and spin! rally <vH be held. South ol the
Stadium Additional information wal be detailed In s
special Homecoming edition to be distnbuted before Oct.
12.
0:30 p.m. - Oennan Club
A German Stammtlsch wil be held Open to al. Myles
Pizza. 518 E Wooster

0:30-11:30 a.m. - Homecoming '02
A "Sunday Send-off" featuring a tree continental breaklast tor alumni wd be nek). Sponsored by the Undergraduate Alumni Association Mletj Alumni Center
2 p.m. - Homecoming '02
A Gospel concert featuring gospel choirs form various
arista of Oho Additional Information wa be detailed in a
spec* Homscomeig edition to distnbuted belore Oct..
12.

Friday

24 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center
The Use Fled Schoolhouse wal be open for vteitation.
Free and open to al.

October IS

24 pjn. - Art Exhibition
Sculptures by graduate etudent Beverly Shankwser wd
be on exhibition through Nov 7 Free and open to al.
Fins Arts Gasery

0 a.m. - Oott
BG-UT Autumn Fal Ctaaelc. Site lo be announced
12:15-1:30 p.m. - Public Skating
Saa 11 am Friday, Oct 8 Bating.
3 p.m. - Cress Country
Women's team at Ohio mtercosegiete (Dataware).

4 p.m. - Cress Country
Men's team at Ohio fniercotegiate (Delaware).

2-5 pjn. - Paintings by J.D. Jackson
Saa 6 a.m. Monday. Oct 11 Bating.
3 p.m. - Concert
The BGSU Unrveraity Symphony Orchestra wd perform
Free and open to al Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts
Center
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Adoption will give states $125 million

Cyanide
. . . from Page 3

Jirovided by the
acturer, McNeil
Consumer Products Co.,
a subsidiary of Johnson
& Johnson.
High doses can cause
liver toxicity, according
to the company information printed in Physicians' Desk Reference,
a standard guide to
drugs. Cyanide is not

used in manufacturing
Tylenol in any way.
Cyanide is one of the
most lethal toxins
known, says Dr. Richard Weisman, director
of the Poison Control
Center at the New York
City Department of
Health.
It will kill if an antidote is not given at a
hospital within 15 min-

utes to an hour, says
Weisman, director of
the Poison Control Center at the New York City
Department of Public
Health.
THE FIRST symptoms of cyanide poisoning, he said, can occur
within minutes, and include headache, dizziness, confusion and
agitation.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE NEW SIGMA CHI ACTIVES
BRIAN CAHILL
MIKE CRUMP
BRAD GOOD
TODD HAWLEY

New legislation for drunk drivers nears
WASHINGTON (AP) Yesterday the Senate
neared final passage of a
bill designed to prompt
states to toughen their
laws against drunken driving, the leading cause of
highway deaths. '
The legislation, passed
Wednesday by the House
on a voice vote, offered
$125 million over the next
three years to states that
adopt strict laws against
drunken drivers.
The Senate was expected
to adopt the House measure in order to get the bill

DAVE KORPI
STEVE OATES
JIM SKELTON
DAVE WEAVER

PELL AND the House
sponsors, Reps. James J.
Howard, DN.J., and Michael D. Barnes, D-Md.,
argue the legislation is
needed because drunken
driving is responsible for
nearly half the 50,000 highway deaths each year, as
well as 125,000 permanent
injuries.
Both the president and
the independent National
Transportation Safety
Board have expressed support for the fight against
drunken drivers.

VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS

VIP

CAMPUS BROTHERS

JEFF WELLS

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHI

ARE NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS IN 405
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.

HAVE A

KATAM
ATTACK

PLEASE RETUflN

"Americans are out- forcement of the state's
raged that such slaughter drunken driving laws.
can take place on our nighA House aide said only
ways," Reagan said last Iowa and West Virginia
spring when lie created a are now eligible for the
commission to study the grants since they meet the
issue. "The mood of the criteria, but Delaware is
nation is ripe to make very close to that point.
headway to solving the
Eight others - Alaska,
problem."
Arizona, Florida, Illinois,
Minnesota, Utah
Under the legislation, Maine,
Washington - also are
the states would be eligible and
eligibility, the aide
for highway safety grants nearing
if they satisfy four basic said.
criteria.
The bill also authorizes
$2 million to put the NaTHE STATES must ap- tional Driver Registry in
tirove an automatic 90-day computers so states can
icense suspension for a determine whether an apfirst offense and a one-year plicant's license has been
license suspension for any revoked elsewhere. This
repeat offense; a manda- would prevent anyone who
tory 48-hour jail sentence lost a license on drunken
or 10 days ot community driving charges in one
service for a second of- state from obtaining a lifense within a five-year cense in another state.
period; the establishment
The legislation does not
of 0.10 percent Blood Alco- require the states to coophol Content (BAC) level as erate, but provides the fi"per se" evidence of intox- nancial grants to those that
ication; and increased en- do.

STADIUM CINEMA 1*2
PH 35? 0245

STADIUM PIAZA BOWIING GREEN

BY FRI. OCT. 8

■!■

V

BLOW-OUT ROCK—N—ROLL
TONIGHT
OCTOBER 1
SIDE DOOR UNION
8-11 pm $1.00

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
in conjunction wilh

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICES
• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality

to the White House for
President Reagan's signature before Congress recesses Friday.
Earlier this year, the
Senate passed similar
drunken driving legislation, but the measure did
not incorporate all the details of the House version.
Sen. Claiborne Pell, DR.I., the chief sponsor of
the Senate bill, predicted
the Senate would adopt the
more comprehensive
House measure in order to
speed the legislation along
to the president.
„„„

Call 372-2601 or stop by
106 University Hall

♦
RETURN OF...
♦
THE
♦
MIGRATION TO MIAMI! ♦♦

J We've got tickets & transportation J
♦ to the Miami vs. Bowling Green ♦
♦
i-ootDan Game
♦

♦
♦

♦
♦

Oct. 9
$15.00

♦
WANNA GO?
♦
tSign up Today in the UAO office*

IT'S A MIRACLE THAT WILL LEAVE VOU FEELING 10 FEET
TALL. REX REED
K1CHAKI) GKHE DKIIHA
>I-:HUA WINGhJK
WING

AJV OFFICER
at 7:30 & 9:15 pm AND A
SAT MAT 2oo GENTLEMAN
SUN MAT 2:00 & 3:45

1%

PHI MCI FLAMCIR
OCTOBER 2, 1982
Polka Dot & Dave
Linda & Bill
Michelle & Vince
Jamie & Mike
Nickie & Hank
Kim & Earl
Barb & David
Kim & Marty
Suzanne & Dirk
Josie & Jimmy
Linda & Kevin
Michelle & Chris

Lis & Dan
Julie & Tim
Malina & Scott
Suzi & Don
Jenny & Gary
Springs & Nuts
1st Lady & Mr. President
Sharon & J. C.
Annette & Mountain Man
Amy 6 J. D.
Bobbie & Frank
Michellabella & Tortabella

Julie & Pat
Linda G Joe
Honey & Sweetie
Diane & Al
Wendy & Date
Kiki & Mike
Lizard Lips & Turtle Lips
Eileen & Ra'yme
Laura & Jeff
Adele & Mike
Andi & Joe
Mary & The Machine

Christian & Randy
Srail Baby & David
Keely G Mike
Connie & Steve
Muffy & Boyders
Nancy & Rob
Shelly & Dan
Foxx & Whop
Mary Beth & Jim
Michele & B.B.
Jules & Peler
Annette & Terry
Brenda & Brian

Kris & Tim
R.B. & S.D.
Terri & Mark
Susan & MSU
Mary Ann & Tom
The V.P. & K.C.
S.D. & Bugs
Laurie & Kurt
Sanchez & T.K.
Debbie & Jeff
Carus & Hickey
Sharon & Dave

Tammy & Joe
Randi & Doug
Irene & Mark
Karen & Rick
Mary & Paul
Kitty & Greg
Jeni & Rich
Peggie & Gary
Linda & Steve
Anne & Bob
Waags & Rico
Moira & Lee

PHI MU FLAMCIR...IN THE TRADITION OF FUN!!!

START YOUR WEEK RIGHT AT

3r%**4'4 PIZZA PUB

Jan & Todd
Jamie & Dan
Tammy & Blue Eyes
Mary Jane & Peter
Mary Ann & Phil
Becky & Kevin
Antoinette & Tom
Madame Prez & Nomik
Joyous & Dave
Soozie & B-squared
Lisa & Scott
Nancy & Tom

5M*«,
They share the laughter,
the love', the fruatration...
and the bathroom.
Anyone can be a father.
But not every father deserves
a standing ovation.

30 & 9:30
SAT MAT 2:00
SUN MAT 2:00 & 4:00

PHI MU CONGRATULATES
1982 FALL PHI CLASS OFFICERS
President-Diane Bird
Vice President-Amy Howell
Recording Secretary-Jamie Gibson
Corresponding Secretary-Julie Sebo
Treasurer-Brenda Tiersch
Panhallenic-Mary Weber Karen Walsch
Philanthropy-Christian Weekley

Historians
Kim Snow
Becky Stanley
Songleaders
Janet Franklund
Nancy Adams
Nickie Pelusi

■ti- — --*•----■--■-*■--■ —

TUESDAY:
MONDAY:
Buy any LARGE square
2 for 1 PIZZA
pan pizza and get an
identical small pizza
4:30 - 8:30 p.m.
FREE!
DAILY:
HAPPY HOURS
4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
352-3551
(Sorry, No Delivery on the Specials)

\M** *********************************** ****** J»t]

BATTLE FOR*l

FALCONS vs. W. MICHIGAN
Saturday Oct. 2

1:30 p.m.
Perry Field
Your Falcons are
in First Place in the
MAC! Be on hand
Saturday when they
Battle the WMU Broncos.
in a critical conference
game.
Tickets are on sale
daily in the Memorial
Hall Ticket Office.

►>»»**»****** *jMMr***»* **»»***»*»*»»*»*»**»**»*»*
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Grudge match:
BG aims to avenge Bronco loss
by Keith Walther

BG WMU SHOWDOWN

assistant sports editor

ws phoii Ron lldylei
Bowling Green's Jac Tomasello (5) helps teammate Bryan Meek (20) In stretching exercises prior to
yesterday's workout. The Falcons will meet the Western Michigan Broncos in a battle ot unbeatens,
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.,at Doyt Perry Field.

The Bowling Green football team
remembers the last time it tangled
with the Western Michigan Broncos.
It was the fourth game of the Falcons' 1981 season. BG was still searching for that elusive first victory of the
season - and they were not to find it on
that autumn day at Doyt Perry Field.
BG's season hit rock bottom after
WMU had inflicted a 21-7 drubbing.
"We were horrible against them
(WMU) last year. That (game) film
was x-rated, BG coach Denny Stolz
said. "The players remember the
Western game. It was the most difficult game of the season for us moralwise."
Stolz said that he felt injuries had a
bearing on last year's game. The
Falcons were without their starting
and backup centers, split end Shawn
Potts and fullback Tom Glendening,
among others.
THE NEXT WEEK, against Miami, the Falcons had enough firepower to "just barely" tie the
Kedskins, according to Stolz. From
there, BG rattled off five consecutive
victories before losing its season finale to Central Michigan.
This year's BG-WMU game - to be
played tomorrow at Doyt Perry Field
at 1:30 p.m. - takes on a whole new
light compared to last year's encounter.
The Falcons, 2-0, are still riding the
crest of a 34-30 victory over a tough
Central ballclub two weeks ago in Mt.
Pleasant, Mich. The Broncos, on the
other hand, are coasting along at 3-0
after wins over Grand Valley State
(28-3), Marshall (34-0), and Kent
State (24-14). BG is 2-0 in the MidAmerican Conference, while the

■•cords: The Falcons are 2-0 both
overoll ond in the Mid-American Conference, where they ore tied for first
with Toledo. The Broncos are 3-0 overoil and 10 in the MAC.
The Series: BG holds o big 20-6-2 edge
in the series that dates bock to 1954.
but WMU won handily last year ot Doyt
Perry Field. 21-7.
The Site: Doyt Perry Field. Capacity:
30.000. Kickoff time is set for 1:30 p.m.
Players

to

Watch:

- >b Phillips,

the
MAC'S
leo Mng
receiver o year ago. leads trie Broncos on
offense. If regular starting quarterback
Scott Smith is unable to ploy because of
injury. WMU's Chris Conklin will get
the QB call. Cliff Reed, also questionable because of injury, and Shawn
Faulkner give the Broncos two very
copable offensive backs. Linebacker
John Offerdahl and defensive tackle
Mork McDonald pace the Bronco defense
Injury Update: BG fullback Tom Glendening. who missed the Central Michigan game, will be available for action
against WMU but will not start. Lamont
Wagner, junior college transfer who
started in Glendening's place ot CMU,
will get the starting nod and Glendening will back him up.
Injured for the Broncos in last weekend's Kent State game and considered
doubtful for tomorrow's encounter are
tailback Cliff Reed (ribs): quarterback
Scott Smith (knee): ond offensive
tackle Mike Prough (knee). Back-up
defensive back Ron Ryan, tight end
Chris Wilson and tockle Duane Wilson
also ore doubtful for the Broncos.

Broncos are 1-0.
Western's great start may be due in
part to its new coach, 1961 university
graduate Jack Harbaugh.
"JACK'S A GOOD coach, there's
no doubt about that," Stolz said. "But
their schedule has pretty much been
in their favor so far. And that's super
when you have a new program starting.
The main difference in the Bronco
attack, according to Stolz, is that
Western will throw the ball a little bit
more this season. Junior Scott Smith
took over the quarterback spot left
vacant by the graduation of second
team all-MAC signal caller Tom
George - but Smith is doubtful for
tomorrow's game because of a knee
injury.
"Jack (Harbaugh) might throw a
bit more than (last year's coach)
Elliot (Uzelac) did," Stolz said. "But
he's not going to throw it 60 times like
(Stanford quarterback John) Elway
does, if that's what vou mean.
Meanwhile, BG's
defensive
unit, after an impressive shutout of
Ohio University in its season opener,
is looking to improve in certain areas
after giving up 30 points at CMU.
"(Assistant head coach) Jim Heacock will get the defense back to
where it belongs for (tommorrow's)
Same," Stolz said. "We have put Tony
awson at weak end and put Andy
Stark in at nose tackle. Stark could
be, potentially, one of the best defensive linemen in the conference if
he stays helathy.
Stolz is undecided as yet on who he
will start at quarterback for the game
against Western - senior Dayne Palsgrove or freshman Brian McClure.
Both have performed well thus far
this season and both will continue to
utilized in game situations, Stolz said.

Falcon harriers hope to get winning edge back
The fact that UM won the Invitational did not really bother Sink. However, the fact that Mid-American
Bowling Green's women's cross Conference foe Western Michigan
country coach Sid Sink took his tal- also finished ahead of the BG squad
ented harriers to the Eastern Michi- probably gave the Falcon coach some
6an Invitational, last Saturday, in sleepless nights this week.
opes of defeating an equally or more
Revenge is in the hearts and minds
powerful Michigan club.
of the Falcon harriers as they face
But Sink was handed an extremely both clubs again on their home turf
unpleasant surprise by not one, but later this season. UM is the first order
two Michigan squads.
business on the schedule and the
by Marc Delph
sports reporter

ONE MENZ OPINION
WMU, EMU programs
headed opposite ways
Two of the four remaining teams on
Bowling Green's home football
schedule have vastly contrasting
football programs.
One of those teams - Western
Michigan - will flaunt its stuff
tomorrow against the Falcons at 1:30
p.m. at Doyt Perry Field. While the
WMU program is on the upswing with
its new coach, Jack Harbaugh, the
other team - Eastern Michigan - has
a football program muddled in worse
than mediocrity.
EMU made national news twice last
week. First, mention was made of the
football Hurons when Northwestern
ended its 34-game losing string with a
31-6 win over Northern Illinois, last
Saturday; the Hurons, you see, thus
inherited the nation's longest losing
streak. Further mention was made of
the EMU travesty of a program two
days later, when EMU head coach
Mike Stock was fired.
WHAT IS THIS, the National
Football League or the Mid-American
Conference ?MAC coaches shouldn't
get fired in the middle of the season.
For that matter, no football coach
should be fired in the middle of a
season.
Football is far different from
baseball, where a switch in managers
can also mean a quick transition In
strategy and basic baseball
philosophy for a team. When a new
coach arrives on the scene in football,
as WMU's Harbaugh can readily
attest, the change is a much more
gradual one.
With a change in head football
coaches comes a change in offensive
and defensive systems; and, as
Bowling Green head coach Denny
Stolz would admit, it takes players
who have been playing under a
different system time to adjust. Often
times, it takes years for a team to
grow used to new systems, and for a
coaching staff to recruit players that
fit into their systems.
"THEY FEEL uneasy with the
changes; our work is cut out for us,"
Harbaugh said of his players at the
MAC football meetings before this
season.
Apparently, his players have

by Joe Menzei
Sports Editor

adjusted quite well in a short period of
time. The Broncos are off to a fast
start, with impressive wins over
Grand Valley State (28-3), Marshall
(34-0) and Kent State (24-14) in their
first three meetings.
THE FALCONS should beat
Harbaugh and his club tomorrow, but
watch for WMU to be a MAC power in
the very near future. Harbaugh is that
impressive, both as a coach and as an
individual.
Likewise, watch for Eastern
Michigan to continue going nowhere.
The program is in shambles; EMU
has not won since the Hurons slipped
by BG, 18-16, in the second game of
the 1980 season at Doyt Perry Field.
That adds up to 22 straight losses.
Sure, Stock had time to build a
erogram there. In four-plus seasons,
e posted a pitiful 6-38-1 record as the
Hurons' head coach.
Not surprisingly. Stock's dismissal
coincided with the reorganization of
EMU's athletic staff. It was former
athletic director Alex Agase who gave
Stock a vote of confidence toward the
end of last season, not current AD
Paul Shoults.
Stock knew his job was on the line
last season and this season. He
cracked iokes about it; he asked the
press if they knew any newspapers
that would hire him; he said that
EMU's season-opener against Akron
this year would Se his team's
equivalent to the Super Bowl. They
lost that game, 14-7, and they lost
their next two games by the combined
total of 84-12.
Now, Stock is gone.
But his firing is still just a shot-inthe-dark, not in the arm, for a
floundering EMU football program.

Wolverines invade BG tomorrow.
WMU comes to town on Oct. 23.
BUT IF THE Dallas Cowboys can
be beaten in their home stadium - as
was seen on opening day of this strikeshortened National Football League
season by the Pittsburgh Steelers - so
can the mighty Falcons. And that is
exactly the way that Sink says he
feels.
"They (UM) finished three runners
ahead of ours (last week)," Sink said.

"They have two seniors that are super
runners."
Just like squeeze plays, hit-and-run
plays and intentional walks are strategy in the game of baseball, cross
country also has some strategy of its
own. And Sink says he has some tricks
up his sleeve for beating the Wolverines, tomorrow.
"Michigan will try to keep their
runners in a pack," he said. "Their
third runner is a freshman - she's the

one we've got to beat. We'll run in a
pack with them, if they let us."
ALSO, MANY UM runners do not
like the wind-blown BG course and
that may give the Falcons the edge,
according to Sink.
But like or dislike the 5,000-meter
course, Sink said that he feels that the
record time will be broken tomorrow.
That record is held by BG sophomore
JoAnne Lanciaux with an 18:10 clocking.

UM is not the only team participating in tomorrow's meet and Sink said
he is aware of the fact that an improving Ohio University club will also run
against them.
OTHER SCHOOLS scoring the
meet as a dual against the Falcons
will be Central Michigan, Miami and
Ball State. Bluffton, Akron and Malone will be participating but not
scoring against BG in tomorrow's
11 a.m. race.

Freshman leads Falcon golfers

Batista makes change to college game
by Tom Hlsek
sports reporter

Women have been competing
against men in the world of sports
for a long time, even though most
of their attempts have been futile.
They just dotvt have the physical
attributes is the reason most often
given.
But Bowling Green's Claire Batista has put that theory in the
grave.
As a freshman on BG's women's
S;olf team, Batista has been nothing
KSS than phenomenal in her first
year of playing golf against other
collegiate women. Yes - women in
that sentence has to be noted because in high school, Batista was
not only playing against men but
beating most of them.
No, women don't usually beat
men in the world of sports. Sure,
Sour women-libbers will point to
ie infamous Billie Jean KingBobby Riggs tennis match at the
Houston Astrodome in 1973. But
King was youthful and quick;
Riggs was out of shape and overthfrMl.
BATISTA WAS the only female
on the boy's golf team at Lorain
Catholic high school. She wasn't
just there to fill space though, and
in her junior and senior years she
was the team's number one player.
"No, it really wasn't that bad,
being the only girl on the team.
Guys were sort of amazed to see a
girl in the number one spot. They
took a little notice, and I did get a
little teasing," Batista said.
Like most other blossoming golfers, Batista got interested in the
same as a result of having a golfing
father. So as a young girl Batista
was more interested in whether a
Ram golf ball got more distance
than a Titleist, while other girls
were more concerned with whether
their Barbie dolls looked better in a
sweater or a blouse.
"I STARTED playing when I
was about nine ana I really liked it.
I won my first tournament when I
was 11, but it has still taken me a
long time to get to the position I'm
in now," Batista said.
Batista came to the University

after sending a letter to BG coach
A. J Bonar during her senior year in
high school. She had considered
going to Western Kentucky, but
after one visit to the University,
quickly changed her mind.
"I liked the campus and I also
was attracted by their fine phsical
education program, since that is
my major, Batista said. "But A.J.
(Bonar) was just great; he's such
an entusiastic person. It's great to
have someone like that for a
coach."
IN HER first tournament as a
Falcon, Batista quickly established
herself in the collegiate ranks as
she tied teammate Susanne Ohlsson for low team honors at the
Lady Boilermaker Invitational in
Lafayette, Ind.
"I didn't know what to expect. I
Flayed in the fourth position on the
irst day (she shot an 86), and even
though my score counted I was sort
of down, Batista said.
"It was hard because in high
school I was used to playing
against all guys, and they would
outdrive you by 20-30 yards. But
now I was playing against girls."
The second day, Batista came
back to shoot a 74.
Since that time Batista has continued to improve. At the Lady
Wolverine Invitational two weekends ago she was one of only three
players in the tourney to break 80
and at last week's Nothern Intercollegiate Championship, she was
the only Falcon to break 80 on Ohio
State's Gray Course.
There is room for more imSrovement as the Falcons play
leir last tournament ot the tall,
starting today at the Lady Spartan
Invitational in East Lansing, Mich.
She'll probably go on playing
good golf, but Batista will no longer
nave to worry about embarrai
the opposite sex as she did in 1
school.
"I remember one time I was
walking down the sixth fairway
with this guy and his teammate
yelled over to ask how he was
doing," she recalled. "And he iust
started yelling, 'I don't believe
she's beating me; I just don't believe it.' "

Claire Batista

BG Mews photo/Jerry Catteneo
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SUPPORT YOUR FALCONS TOMORROW!
The lecture schedule lor me wee* of
Oct 4-7 a>.
Mon
Turn
Wed
Thura
Unit 4 Unrt 5 Unri 5 Unrt 6. 6pm
Unn 6 Unrt 6 Umt 7 Umt 7. 7pm
The lectures are given m room 330
Math Science Buedtng

CLASSIFIEDS
Claassifitrd rot*« or* 40c p«v tin* ft 1.20 minimum. BOtD TYM SOc •«ito p«r
od Appro* imot*>ry 25 'o 30 tpocai pax lm»
CAMPUS/CITY IViNTJ lnl.ngt lor «on profit publk MTVtt* 01-1..1... will b«
ms»ft«d OHCI lor ir-j-t ond at r*g«jlor rot»n lh«r«o4t«r.
D«odlm« (or oil lt»ttng» it 2 days b«to'« publication at 4 00 p.m. Friday at
4 p.m. it th« daadlin* (or lha Tutj.day adition
Clotntfd lormt pro ovoilobU a' th« BO N«wt offlc«, 10* Unl«»rtlty H.M.

CAMPOS/CITY IVENTS
Pel 1. 1962
B*iffoS«i>
Watch me Falcon Marching Band
etectrity the fieirj at half-time BG
BEAT WMU1 Go pel em Tipera

CHRISTIAN MUSIC. LIVE!
Al campos pscnc tr-s Sun (Ocl
1 00 pm. BG City Park

PreeMeni Ol scamp «M address the
entire University community Fri
Oct 1 at 10 am m the Grand Ban
room WBGU 57 wil My bach the
presentation on campus cable at
130 1 4 30pm on Fri
and at
9 30am on Mon . Oct 4

3|

Saint Thomas Church (Orthodai).
Bowfeng Green wil have echansiic
services on every Sunday ol me
month (encept the second Sunday) at
5 PM at St John s Episcopal Church.
E Wooster St Celebrant Rev" Fr
John Vegis ol American Orthodox'

Howard'* Club H present* a poetry
reading by 13 local poets Son Ocl
3 at 6 30 pm FREE Attend & make
trwft a regular event
MATH 095 096

Church
Liturgical usage
1926
B C P For further details can 419352-7619
Something for everyone at the B.G
Co-op Nursery School OARAGE
SALE * PLANTS. BAKED GOODS ft
CRAFTS SALE. Furniture, clothes.
houseware. toys, u-name-rt. Fri..
Oct i. from 0am-6pm and Sat.,
Oct 2 from 8am-3pffl, al the oW
Krogers Store on N. Main.

WIN
or
M7LES PIZZA"

ABORTION
TOIL FREE
> AM
10:00 P.M.
1-8O0-438-e03»

LOST plastic glasses m tan case
btwn N Enterprise & Court St on the

RIBBONS
MUGS
DRIED FLOWERS
115 CLAY ST.
PIZZA

1

m^^I

.1

iJtH.T—-

ONLY!!

CARDS

Anyone present at Howard's. Sept
4. 1 982 who witnessed the arrival ol
the poace and or any arrests made
please contact Aonan Ctmerman at

CANDLES

352-6531 1EXT 2245)

BASKETS

♦
f*H (419) 352-5417 J
♦

A High Flying Comedy.

THINGS ARE TOUGH
ALL OVER

AJphe Chi s. Ready to get crazy in the
mlamous SAE P J woopee room'
Lei's gel down to our sKivies and
down to some serious P J partyingThe SAE a
ALPHA DELTA PI welcomes you
to
A D Pi Avenue" Tues Oct 5
5 30 pm at the A D Pi house
Judy BtHltkjwer. Have a fantastic time
in Texas Tea Jeff that the BO under
grab's say heUo Love The one who
prints lor free

Congratulations to

Jump on the wagon with an Alpha
Gam. Sal. Ocl 2. Plenty of A.B. for
all! gat psyched lor one wild date
party! Yee ha!!
J O W - HEY YANK
TELL US. LAST SATURDAY NIGHT
WAS THE BED STILL WET?

-1st place SPIRIT

MONTY
PYTHON
LIVE AT THE
HOLLYWOOD
BOWL

An extra special thanks
to our great SPIRIT JUDGES
Nancy Hoff
Nevin Kessler
Mike Seltmon
Lynn Smith

Never before in rhe
entire history of
humon civilization

JSL

JUUtf »' mpa 00 o mmmim a ami

352-1504

Only (1) coupon
on any orw order
Coupons cannot be
used on any specWs

516 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

FREE 6 PACK
OF COKE
with any
16" (1) item or
more pizza

5 free Cokes

with purchase
of

(expires Oct. 5, 1982
Delivery Only
(It Om Coupon Pm Mr

Expires Oct. 5, 1982

Hours

At Command
Performance
n Bowing Green!
Dur famous shampoo,
precision haircut
& blow-dry styling
(Reg. $14)
NOW ONLY $10!
jAdt'l BIG SAVINGS
on permanents and
all salon coloring!

MON-WED
THUR-SAT
SUNDAY

11:00 a.m. • 2:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. • 3:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

ELVIS PRESLEY
TERRY BRADSHAW
DANNY THOMAS
RONALD REAGAN
MERV GRIFFIN
PHIL SIMMS
CONRAD HILTON
What do all these men have in common?
They are all members of the largest Inter-

jTel. 352-6516

national Fraternity in the World. IKE.

Hours: 10-9 M-F
9-7 Sat. 12-5 Sun

Thinking Fraternity — Think TKE.

HURRY!
Sale Is for
LIMITED TIME
ONLY!

OOOOflOOd5

BIG SANDY. SATURDAY IS DRAWING NEAR SO KEEP YOUR WITS
ABOUT YA. WOMANI YOU'LL DO
GREAT! ILL BE THINKIN BOUT YA
GAMMA PHI LOVE a MINE LIL AMY
BUI 1 LINOA. CONGHATUUTIONS
ON YOUR SIGMA PHI EPSILON PHI MU PSifwNQ!
•HAPPY HOUR*
NOON "m NINE. MTWP.FS
•trOUOAY INNCLAYBORN IS MISSING.
CLAYBORN IS MISSING.
CLAYBORN IS MISSING.
Congratulationa lo our 4th consecu..re Delta Tau Delta Sweetheart.
Debbie, on your Cht-O-Dett tavabermg
lo Dale' We think you're both terrific'
The staters ol Chi Omega

WANNA
TEACH
YOUR
TALENT

roc Mora Information Contact John Paulson. National rUpraaaoUlivf

Instructor
Requests

DAVID DePASOUALE I WANT TO
WISH YOU A VERY. VERY. VERY
HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY GET PSYCHED FOR THIS WEEKEND. IT WILL
BE ONE YOU WONT FORGET' I
LOVE YOU—AMW
Delta. Gel "psyched" for a winning
evening with the Chl-O's - the NFL
will never be the same! Love, The

ChlO's
DZ Dales. We guarantee you'll be
seeing double lomarrow nxjht'
Elaine Khe- Congratulations on your
Chi Omega activation ■ Love. R C
FALL SHOE SALE
FALCON HOUSE
140 E. WOOSTER. 352-3610

Karen K . Good Luck tomorrow. I
know you'l do GREAT' Afterwards
gel ready lo celebrate1 BG look out1
io-e and M«ie Brett.
^^^^^^
-KIDNAPPEDHeight
approx
9". Hair
II
brn short
Answers to name ol
CLAYBORN Any mfo please call
Josieat352 7281
Maria You're one terrific 2nd Anchor
Big and I hope you have one terrific
weekend' Love. Delta Gamma Your
Anchor Little
MEN OF BG. stay close to the phone
There'll soon come a night, you won'l
be alone They H give you the word
and you'■ know It's true An ALPHA XI
has a crush on you'

Yearbook Portraits
Have Started'
Call 372-0066
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
WHO NEEDS IT. WE ASK"
WE TIED ONE ON ANYWAY
WITH CHEESE AND A FLASK'
THO THE EVENING LACKED
THE BENGALS CREMATION.
WE EXTEND OUR THANKS
AND APPRECIATION
"N6EWOLLAH is coming 10-3082 PHI DELTA THETA all campus
Halloween Party Be There'
NICOLE
S AQAPO

TERESA, JANELLE 1 CARRIE THIS
IS IT YOUR VERY OWN PERSONAL HOPE YOUR FACES HAVE
All RECOVERED LETS DO IT
AGAIN REAL SOON PHIL
Thanks for a greet "Tea" Kappa
Skasl The Xl's loved N! With love.
Tin slaters of Alone XI Delta
Thanka to all my Alpha Gam sisters
who helped make Pledge Day Jamboree a eucceea. I couldn't have
done H teHhotrt youll Badly
The day has finally come
for the Gamma PhTe. Flll'e and
PI Kapps to get together.
Looking forward to a great
time.
The O^mma Ptil'a
To al ol the Alpha Chi Just a note
to say thanx for being just you AX
Love Your Kitchen Rag
TO ALL YOU FARM ANIMALS—THE
MAGIC BUS WAITS FOR NO ONE'
To Knsti. That namaV baby from New
Mexico What a wad woman you are'
ft H weren't lor you. I'd SM be
wandering around Wooster stopping
strange men m the street and crying
about not having a name And how
about another date at Sundance
funny green stuff, a foxy waiter, and
what, no ID? Thanx for being there
through the ups-n-downs You're a
special friend, not to mention a great
Alpha CN Sister AX Love and always
mine-Lisa P S When's the due dale?
TOM CONKUN IS THE SUPER INDI
VIDUAL OF THE 80S WHILE DAVE
SCHUO WALKS CATERPILLARS
Tom Culktn: Hope your birthday la
as fantastic as you are. Have a great
day. Love Janet
To the men ol Sigma Alpha Epsdon
Once again, it's thai time of year, for
our PJ party ia hnaly here! So get oul
the mats and crank the tunes, cause
the night wil be here very soon' P S
Get psyened for SAE-AXO Frrsbee
weekend" Love the gals ol Alpha Chi
Omega
TO THE SAE DATES WELL BE
SEEIN DOUBLE DOUBLE AT THE
OZ DOUBLE VISION DATE PARTY
GET READY FOR A FUN TIME'
To the Sig Ep Soccer player Jual
wanted lo say have a good one and
remember-hugs are a great cure lor
me bkiesol al types -LTUESDAY IS GREEK NITE AT
SAM B'S!"

I PM—MOWOHT

FUl's. Thanks lor a lantaslic time last
Thursday night You guys can realty
move your feet' We can t wait 14 our
tea Love. The Kappa Pott's

Watch out lor Greeks ptoymg a game
with mallets and bass, il may be
dangerous to your hearth it seen
please leu mem about the KD-ZBT
Croquet Tournament on Ocl 10lh

FORECAST OF WORST WINTER IN
THIS CENTURY is not the only rea
son to go on National Student Exchange
Contact the Ctr
lor
Educational Options. 231 Admm
Bldg . 372-0202. lor information on
mid-year exchange opportunities

Where else can you find prize
giveaways, drink specials, great
music and great lun? Only with
WFAL and Ranees. RocknHe with
Renees. Oct. 4th. Listen to WFAL
680 am lor more details'

FRESHMEN FOLLIES
SEPT 29 • OCT 2
JOE E BROWN THEATRE
8 00 PM
SI 00
FRIDAYS-HAPPY HOURS
MARKS PIZZA PUB, 2-6 PM.

AT

DOIT!
Yearbook Portraits
Hsve Started!
Call 372-00*8
GREG AND JULIE
HAPPY FIRSTi HAVE A GREAT
WEEKEND GET READY FOR Ml
AMI LO DAVE AND RUSS
HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W. Wooster 353-32(1
Wats-Ins Welcome
Hank
Happy 20th Bathday 4 thanks tor the
best year of my life' I love you very
mucn Snuggl? Bunny
Happy Birthday MU NU
on ground Have a wonderful day La
G
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ANNE!
How about a snowmobile ride A a
coupla ol "Browns" for your birthday? We Lore You. Natalia. Jenny A
Beth
Happy 21st' Birthday Unda "Pont"
It i be a B D you won't forget' Love.
Your Roomies
HAVE YOU REGISTERED FOR THE
POWDER PUFF SWEEPSTAKES.
GIFT CERTIFICATES OF 1100, S50,
A >2S. DRAWING OCT. STH. POWDtR PUFF 525 RIDGE ST.
Hey Mike • Pal's lever broke
Sam Bs Connection

The

Hey Theta Chi s'
Get ready lor a great tea tonight!
Love. The DQ's
HOCKEY SEASON IS COMING AND
WHETHER YOU'RE ANO AVID FAN
OF A NEWCOMER TO THE ACTION.
RINK RATS COULD BE THE
BOOSTER CLUB FOR YOU. CHECK
US OUT ON OCT. 4TH IN THE ICE
ARENA LOBBY AT 6 PM.
Jenne Lohl and Sonet Winner- We
can finally say WE ARE FAMILY '
You're trie beat' Ax Love. Lisa
John Carter welcome to BGSU'
We're psyched lor thrs weekend
We hope that you have a great tune1
Love Shana and Rebecca
Pal.
Brush up on your dancing'

§238!!

You can tea a CHI—O PLEDGE by
1 The way Ihey volunteer to lump m
the mud. and then stay tilt the end'
2 The Irurt punch they all love at the
leas they attend'
3 With the* smvos and spirit and
head-turnwj good looks, ihey H be on
page 1 ol everyones Mtle black
books" Youre Fantastic' Love Your
Crv-OStaMnl
YOU WON'T HAVE TO WAIT MUCH
LONGER KAPPA SIGMA LITTLE
SIS
RUSH COMING OCT
21,
THURSDAY
DOIT!
Yearbook Portraits
Have Slatted!

Call 372-OOAA
8 Games lor SI with CoBege 10
anytime. Al Ska Zone 132 N Main.
next lo Falders
PEP RALLY
Fn.OcI I 1982
Rodger s Quad
Come help the football players
cheerleaders
and Freddie and
Fredda Falcon prepare lo beat the
Broncos
Phi Mu Phi s Gel psyched lor your
lirsl WILD FLAMUR' Go Bandanas"
Phi Taus-Tonight s the night, it will be
such tun A D PI s A Phi Teu's are
number one' Gel ready lor the best
lea of the semester
•HOLIDAY INNTHURSDAY, ALL DAY-ALL NIGHT
HAPPY HOUR
•^ElANOPUMPKINS - PUMPKINS"
CIDER-CIDER-SOLD IN UNION
OVAL 9-3. Mon Thurs By VCTO
PJ KAREN- PLEDGE DAY WAS
GREAT."TICKLE ME PINK SURE
DID RATE AS FOR THE NEW
PLEDGES
I CAN T WAIT' SIGMA
EPSILON CHI ALL THE WAY
J L MARSHA
SAE ULTIMATE TOURNAMENT
FRISBEE FOOTBALL
Fn Oct 1 4 PM
MUSIC
FOOD
DRINK
Entries due Sepl 27
208 SAE 2-1447
Behind Aftdaraon Arena
Sigma Alpha Epsllon
Beer Blast (tor Muscular DyMrafyl,
Sat, al tpm-lam.
Sisters of Phi Mu- I know now why
you're the ''house ol
heart"...you've definitely won
mine! I'm so proud of all you've
dona so far this year but the best is
yet to coma! Thanka for everylhingapectally this week! Have lun al
Flamurl Beware of quarry surfers,

Here it is!

DISTRIBUTOR IrzOUSMtS INVITED

SXEE2. CONGRATUl AIONS1 YOU
FINALLY MADE IT. NOW THAT
YOU'RE LEGAL AGAIN THE FUN
STARTS. I HOPE THAT THESE
LAST FEW YEARS MEAN AS MUCH
TO YOU AS THEY HAVE TO ME. I
LOVE YOU VERY MUCH. DOUG
Sue Belcher The other night it was
quite a surprize when the candle was
blown out in front ol our eyes' Congrats on your engagement to BS
Your sisters couldn't be happeir for
you Best wishes. Love the Alpha
Ctva
Sunday breakfast buffet
al you can eat 92 OOpmonry S3 25
Comer Kitchen 183 S May St

WANTED
F. Roommate needed - furnished
except own bedroom • I mile Irom
campus • no utilities • ISOfmo. Call
Ann. 354-1SOO
HELPI I NEED 1 F RMTE IMMEO
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
S130/MO CALL AFTER 6 00 PM

362-4945
Male student wilh car yard work and
odd lobbing needed 686 452J after
8 00 pm
M rmte needed to share 2 bdrm
apt very close lo campus S120 mo

Can 372-0375 A ask lor Damena
M Roommate Needed by Oct 1
Good Loc and Renl

Ca» 352-3632
F. Rmte. tor 2nd sent.. S25 E. Merry
SI
across from Off Towers.
8120fmo. Non-smoker preferred.
Call 372-7727.
2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semester Close lo Campus. 2nd and
High eg Erics at 352-4082
• Two persons needed lo sublease 2
bdrm
apt . Jan-Aug
Furnished.
close lo campus Cal 352 1238
I F rmte needed now Buckeye
House Apts 10 mm walk to campus
$112 50 mo Can Fran 352 4303

HELP WANTED
Do You want Political Experience'1
Volunteer stall positions are now
opening on Ihe Celeste, Mefzenbaum, Sherck, and local campaigns. Excellent opportunity lor
any POLS, or Liberal Arts major II
Interested contact our campaign
represenllves at Candidates Box 86
University Hall BGSU. Bowling
Green, Ohio 43403.
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men A Women)
The Toledo Joint Electricians Ap
prenticeship and Training Committee
wil be accepting applications for
apprenticeship Irom October 4.
1982 through November 5 1982
Applications wJ be available at Local
Union #8 Mealing Hal. 807 Lime City
Rd Rosstord Ohio (next to Inlet
state Lanesi at 10 00 a m Monday
through Friday H you are between
18 and 26 (inclusive! years 0' age
lup lo 30 lor qual'lyvig veterans)
have at least a t Oth grade education
have a math and science background
and are in good physical and mental
condition, you quakfy lo apply lor said
program YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON. An Equal Opportunity Em
P»yer.
Gymnastic and tumbling assistant
wanted Cal Ed 837 5274
LEAO GUITAR AND BASS FOR
ROOTS WAVEOANCE BAND CALL
DAVID AT 352 4032

FOR SALE
FOR SALE MUST SELL
Yamaha 650cc Special Beautiful
cond $1400 or best oiler Black 8
Chrome Cal Ted 352 3991
Reakstic live band graphic equakrer
$50 00 Cal 352-1130
Vito Clarmel jus( overhauled.in gre.it
Shape Cal Kim at 2 5867
75 Toyota Coroaa wagon 4 sd. aaAM-FM regular gas Reaahk- 352
4743 after 5
74 Mustang II hatchback auto ps
AM/FM cassette. V-6 engine Cal
372-6724 eves
Kenwood 8050 Receiver
120-150 walls with dubbing, rms.
turn table 2 deck features
Cal Marti at 354 3091
1977 YAMAHA RD 400
CALL WAYNE AT 362-3464
BEATLE PARAPHANALIA.
SOkd
wood encased JVC 4 channel receiver 8 components Cal 3326773
2 bakes: 28" lO-speed 135: sears 3-

1 »20. 352-7707
1970 Blazer
S l .100 or besl oiler
288-2653

FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT $100 PER
MONTH CALL 352-4400 AFTER
5 00 PM
1 A 2 Bedroom Apts Available 3523841 11 00-3 00 pm or 354-1120
after 3 00 pm
2 bedroom turn apt Heat, water.
Cable TV paid lor AC parking lot.
laundry laciktes. $340 mo Cal 352
7182

STUDENTS A FACULTY
We eta have some nice apartments
available Give us a cal for al your
housing needs NEWLOVE MAN
AGEMENT 338 S Mam 352-5620
Tired ol roommatea? En(oy peace &
quiet m our ruly furnished sluovo apt
Sign up now tor 2nd semester ol take
advantage of our Fal speciasa' Charing Cross Apts. 1017 S Mam SI .
352-0590

To data, there la no known euro for Herpea.
How, Vlrex, Inc. Is offerln*; HERP-EZ™
Lotion and Drops, both containing
a,6-dl-tert-b-utyl-p-cresol, a compound
which haa been demonatratad to ba a
potent lnactivator of Herpea Simplex Virna.
HEHP-EZ" Drops contain 2,6 dl tort-butyl-p-oreaol
dispersed. Ln mineral oil, to be used In conjunction with
HEKP-EZ" Tablets, a dietary supplement (to be taken
with meals) coniainlng both ThelonlMd*
2,6-dl-tert butyl p-creaol and L-lyslne
Why wait any longer? Order today using the coupon
at right (If coupon is missing, mall your order to
Vlrex. Inc.. 4116 Seventh Terrace South, St Petersburg,
Florida 33711). Include your check or money order
for t 9.96 for each bottle of tablets or drops, or
order both for only SI8.93

oreos and 'bed karma!' Love you
bunches. Polka-dot.

Forest Apartments
Reasonable
rates John Newlove Real Estate
3542260 or 352-8653

HorpoB Simplex Virtu Types Z and II are
viral lnfeetlona Affecting an estimated
SO million Americana.

« Old Fraternity Row

87J64S4

DASH. WITH BED—HAIR LkXE
THAT. YOU AIN'T GETTING NONE
HERE. LOVE THE CLEVELAND
BOUND KAPPA DELTAS

Karen
Good Luck Saturday at Toledo!
Bryan

pom

CALL UAO
2-2343
Ask for JIM

Customlred T-Shlrts A Jerseys for
your group or organization
Lowest Prtcee-Fast Delivery.
Call Jim 183-7011

Kappa Sigs- Thanks for a great M—
A-S-H party. Wa really liked
those -Hot Lips". Can! wan lo get
together again. Love. The Sisters of
Kappa Delta

MEN!
WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! American Foreign
No experience required Excellent
pay Worldwide travel Summer fob or
career Send $3 00 tor inlcrmabon
SEAFAX Oept E 12 Box 2049. Port
Angeles. Washington 98362

Mini-Course

. stock'''w<'
•n America.

CREAM CHEESE BROWNIES
JACK'S BAKERY
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

Get on the bus and rock with us.
Prizes, musk and so much more.
WFAL and RENEES knows the
score. Oct.4th Is the nils, so get on
the stick and do H tight!

KAREN KAMPE FROM PLEDGE
CLASS PRES. TO PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED STATES? GOOD LUCK
ON YOUR LSAT TOMORROW!
WE'RE BEHIND YOU 100% PLUS.
LOVE YOUR CABINET (ALIAS.
YOUR PLEOOE SISTERS!

•

14 inch pizza

HAPPY HOURS AT SAM B'S
4-6 PM a 9-10 PM DAILYI1III1I!

Al. From "The guy I play caoojut
ball with" lo the one I Ion. WiH
come a long way baby- a whole
beautiful year's worth! Love ah
ways. Jewel

Pledge Day
JAMBOREE

take o cross counrry
trip and wind up in
some very funnyjoints.

ROCK WITH WFAL AND RENEES
ON OCT. 4TR BUSSES LEAVE
UNION OVAL AT >, 9. A 10PM.
PRIZE GIVEAWAYS. FREE ADMISSION WITH COLLEGE ID ANO
GOOD TIMES. FOR MORE DETAILS,
LISTEN TO WFAL OBOAMt

A D Pi's-Onty one more day. are you
ready* Camping out under the stars
Let's make this Rampant Uon the
best ever'

ArA

CHEECH &
CHONG

SALE!

WANTED: ANV TYPING YOU
WOULD LIKE DONE FOR YOU. PROFESSIONAL WORK. DELIVERY
WHEN REQUESTED. 271-3723 Rosa
Wanslnk. Deshler, Ohio.

ATTN ALL OELTS- In reference to our
announcement about our new actives- the Mowing corrections apply
11 tt'a Tom Hitchcock, not Hltchpeler.
2) It's simply Menh Semifv 3) We now
know who Doug Ecler is Sorry lor
any Inconvenience or embarrassment
we may have caused

Yearbook Portraits
Have Started!
Call 372-0086

A special thanks
to everyone who
participated in the

r.

HAIRSTYLE

Astrology charts drawn A Interpreted.
Can 354-1357
Export Typing
Reasonable Rates
Can 352 7305 alter 5pm

PERSONAL

nil m ttt rm iiniiiiiiummii"''
STADIUM PLAZA
BOWl ING GRt f N
PHJM 02bS

AUTUMN

SERVICES OFFERED

DO III

PIZZA—PIZZA—PIZZA—PIZZA—PIZ ZA- PIZZA

GREAT

Anita Just you watt' I'm going to see
it you-know-who does tuck-Ins lend
moral) Jean

CALICO SAGE & THYME

RAFFLE TICKETS SOLO IV
UKIOB OVAL 10-3
OR
FROM AS AD ELDS MEMBER!
ouwnc MTE OCT. 0

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS
OVER $3.00 IN B.G. ONLY

Found Tan Umbrela I lit boor
restroom. Ufa Science Bldg Cat
637 2687 attar 5 pm

Lost miniature Fern Schnauzer on
9.16/62
Sirver grey
red coaar
Mi»i REWARO' 352 6065

IF YOU ARE
LOOKING FOR THE
UNUSUAL COME
VISIT THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF

"A YEAR'S WORTH

ALPHA PHI RETREAT IS COMING GET READY FOR FUN TIMES'

LOST AND FOUND

PIZZA—PIZZA—PIZZA—PIZZA—PIZZA—PIZZA—PIZZA —PI

*£\

7809

way to South Ha* 364-1342 or 352-

Fvsrni
a nan ma [! WW-tZTi
OHtreMZ

• ISM

D HtRP-CZtMeaatStS

«• ITMpa 4 Tasassl • »M
D CkapsaawaviaaerO

Take
stock
in
America

w,
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■he music assaults you
■
you near the room,
t it is simply an ominous prelude to

sight which confronts you as you
ter their haven.
Everything in the room exudes
wer. The driving rhythm of the rock
usic fails to conceal the sounds of
nging iron, gasps for air, grunts of
ort.
A muscular aryan stares into the
irror, relishing the sight of his
lashing teeth, as he curls the barbell
to his chin, in time - with a grunt the sounds of Aldo Nova rushing
ng
m the speakers above:

dirfi
rP

w

"Life is just a fantasy (grunt!)
1 you live this fantasy life?
(gasp!)"

jThe answer for most of the men in
room is a resounding "yes." The
|ntasy life - the metal, the sweat, the
' , and the comraderie.

■THE METAL. Tim Tamati glares
it, filling his massive chest with air
preparation of the lift. Resting for a
oment on the bench, his eyes move
the ceiling and back to the metal
fore closing. His partner helps him
ing the weights above that massive
est. The partner lets go of the bar,
d Tamati lets go with the lift.
"Hooshhh!" The air escapes his
lgs as the metal is brought down to
chest and back to an extension,
mati's eyes are open now,
serving his victory over the
inimate opponent - an obstacle to
mind as well as the body. The
■etal is put back on the rack, and
mati is bittersweet about his lift of
i pounds.
"That's not too good," Tamati says,
did better last year. I took the
miner off, and I'm trying to get
ck into it. I'm trying to come over
re about five times a week."
[HE SWEAT. Tamati, a senior
lustrial arts education major, looks
! part of the weightlifter. His hair is
eaked with moisture, the price of
i passion. The sweat is rewarding at
y part of the body except the palms,
ere it becomes a hazard.
HThe talc helps, and the streaks of
wder on the lifter's body often
lect the extent of his workout,
mati's bold, black shirt has white
es of talc which wrap around
iund his abdomen from his solar
MIS, just below the script on his
' which confirms his dedication to
umping iron."
THE PAIN. Steve Baumann,
ices in agony, as he bends for
other "rep" - lifters' terminology
■ repetitions. He squats in front of
; mirror, with the barbell balanced
his shoulders. The pain looks as
i on the first rep as it does on the
t, but by the time it is over, and the
" that is Baumann's torso has
'en its final, powerful flex, his lips
ve curled from the wince to a
ained smile.
laumann, a junior business major,
s he has been lifting seriously tor
^■ee months to get into competition
a bodybuilder. He says he enjoys

John Smith, o junior geology major takes his turn at the bench press as part ol his
workout with the Bowling Green Weightlifting Club.

the pain, but "pain" in the literal
sense is not an accurate description
for the feeling.
"It's great when you feel all the
blood rush into your muscles,"
Baumann says. But another lifter
says the pain is good only "when
you're in the right mood."
Many of the veteran lifters relish
the pain, but the acceptance of agony
is where neophytes are weeded out of
the pack of serious lifters, Baumann
says.
You see some guys who come in
here and lift for about two weeks, then
they quit because they can't take the
pain, and you know they are never
going to come back," he says.
Another man falls in the true battle
of survival of the fittest - the grip
lines on the barbell could be notches
for all of those who have been
defeated by the metal, and their
minds.
THE COMRADERIE. They gather
together in the Eppler South
weightroom. The Baumanns, the
Tamatis - that nucleus of serious
lifters who practice their passion dayin, day-out. They pass each other
between lifts, lending a hand or word
of encouragement when the situation
calls for it. There is a silent respect
which is exhibited only through a nod
or a gaze in appreciation for a
particularly impressive effort.
Freshman Mark Cannella has
learned to appreciate the security of
the haven.

"You always have somebody "
pushing you, or just watching you
lift," Cannella says. "For some, it's
intimidating to come in here and see
some of these big guys lift all that
weight. I think it's encouraging."
"If you come in here when nobody's
around, it's like a funeral home,"
Baumann says. "It's good being in
here with the people you work out
with on a regular basis. If not, there's
no motivation."
Baumann turns away, escapes into
the music and begins with his reps
once more. You leave the room with
an exit as unnoticed as your demure
entrance. Life is just a fantasy - the
metal comes to life in the battle, and
the music, the energy and the muscles j
explode in a powerful roar.

story by Tracy Collins
photos by Liz Kelly

Fun:

Tollies' let freshmen ham it up
by Doboroh Schmook

BG Mews photo/Jerry Cattaneo
Kathy Moron ilrtgf a »olo In
tho "frtihman Follios."

They are freshmen, they are
talented, and they havepersonality.
They are the stars of "Freshman
Follies," the annual production being
directed by junior Bob Kellogg and
sophomore Pat McCarty.
Paul Blazek, a design technology
major from Medina, has the
distinction of being the only male in
the show. He feels he is gaining a lot
by being in "Freshman Follies."
"I'm meeting people and getting
into the swing of things at college and
am getting known. It s nice to know
theater people and the casting
directors," Blazek said.
Coming from a musical family,
Blazek's talents include playing the
banjo, juggling, and doing comedy.
He spent the past two summers with
the Berea Summer Theater and is
presently in the cast of "Oedipus in
Wonderland" at the University.

BE THERE WFAL NITE AT

RENEE'S!
MON..OCT. 4TH
■ FREE ADMISSION WITH BGSU ID

ANOTHER talented cast member is musical," Baxter said. "Mom played
piano and Dad sang. I received good
Nancy Wilch, a music major from
Fostoria. During the summer of 1980, encouragement from both of them to
study piano."
Wilch performed in Europe as a
Her past experience includes being
member of the Ohio Honors Chorale.
a member of the Ohio State Fair
Only 50 people from Ohio were
Youth Choir, accompanying her high
selected to be in the group.
She also writes songs. "I like my
school choir, and singing in a swing
songs and want to see if anyone else choir.
likes them. "Freshman Follies" is a
Kathy Moran, a broadcast
way to make myself known. I want to journalism major from Hudson, sings
a solo in the show. She directed a onesing in a nightclub someday and be
act play festival during high school
able to sell my songs," Wilch said.
and was active in many theater
At the University, Wilch is a
member of the Collegiate Chorale. In productions.
high school, she performed in
On campus, Moran is a member of
the Alpha Gamma Delta sorority and
productions of "Camelot" and
the UAO Outdoor Recreation
Brigadoon."
Mary Haucke, a French major from committee.
Co-director Kellogg of Belfontaine,
Springfield, wants to teach French
choreographed the snow and handled
and use her drama experience as a
hobby. "I don't want acting as a
the technical aspects, while codirector McCarty arranged and
profession because it's a starving
profession, and I don't want to go
taught the music to the performers.
hungry," Haucke said. She plans to
Kelloggis a three-year member of
spend her junior year in France.
the Folk Ensemble and also
participates in a group called "The
Last summer in Urbana, Haucke
was a member of "The Maplelane
Entertainment Company," which
McCarty directs. Last year he was
Players," a youth group which
performed three plays. She also had seen in "Philemon" and "Pippin" at
the lead in three of her high school
the University.
"Freshman Follies" is McCarty's
productions.
"A PHENOMONAL piano player," first attempt at directing a University
production, and he said lie is
is the description given to Becky
''enjoying the challenge of being coBaxter by co-director Pat McCarty.
director.
Baxter, a nursing major from
"Freshman Follies" will continue
Defiance, has taken piano lessons for
playing at the Joe E. Brown Theater
nine years.
through Saturday, Oct. 2.
"Both of my parents were
*# »♦*****♦♦**♦♦»♦****¥*************** *****

■ BUSSES LEAVE THE UNION OVAL AT 8,9and10pm

WE'LL TREAT YA' RIGHT at
THE BAR TOO!
°t*°* RENEE'S ^ WFAL680
■m

:

THE ALL-SPORTS PASS
IS STILL AVAILABLE!

♦Purchase yours TODAY in the I
I Memorial Hall Ticket Office, j
*******************************************

G/

BRIGHAM'S
M
GREENHOUSE \J
Quality Foliage Plants ol
Many Varieties S Sizes
Fresh Flowers For Your
Home, Office or Hospital

STHWINrT

NOON TIL NINE
MTWTFS

Singing Greetings

15MU*

TOURING
ACCESSORIES

102 W. Poe Road
Bowling Green, Ohio, 43402
353-8323
Sales ' Service
Repairing ' Parts

ALL NIGHT MON& THURS
LIVE BAND — DANCE

IOE SALE
fcctJqyO

LITE ROCK
WED THRU SAT

TOP 40

All Court Shoes
reg. $23.95
NOW $19 95

^olu&uy

£VUA,

Bowling Green

FALCON HOUSE
■Vtur A-vMp **•• 4 Item

lME.Wooster

Sin Bift—■■ Tta WirtahoM

I030N M.ln

Bt&K'SBIKE SHOP
Happy
Hour
4

Big help
for small
businesses

{Make Sweetest Day a Unique Experience}
Send a Musical Message

GROWN IN OUR GREENHOUSE

S6 0o<lf
HSSgndor

,

Ph. 352-3610
■3t.ni

>

ALL ORIGINAL Songs Tapes. Cards.
T-Shirls Cakes. Flowers,Color/Sound
Video Magic Act Eland

(419) 332.6773

10" 4

